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1. B-CELL LYMPHOID NEOPLASMS 

Lymphomas are a heterogeneous group of tumors characterized by the proliferation of 

lymphocytes predominantly in lymphoid structures but also in extranodal tissues. More 

than 90% of patients are afflicted by lymphomas of B-cell origin.
1
 

The current World Health Organization (WHO) classification of hematopoietic and 

lymphoid tumors categorizes B-cell neoplasms in more than 40 distinct disease entities, 

according to a combination of the morphology, immunophenotype, genetic, molecular and 

clinical features.
2
 Each entity has its own clinical course and requires specific treatments. 

Their diversity can often be traced to a particular stage of differentiation of the normal 

precursor B-cell.
1-3

 

1.1 Normal B-cell development and differentiation 

B-cells differentiate from hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) in the bone marrow (BM). 

Progenitor B (Pro-B) cells undergo a rearrangement of IGHD (diversity), IGHJ (joining) and 

IGHV (variable) region segments to generate heavy-chain (HC) and light-chain (LC) 

immunoglobulin (Ig) genes. The formed pre-B-cell receptor (BCR) is tested for functional 

competence, and cells that express functional (and non-auto-reactive) BCR, differentiate 

into mature, naïve B-cells, leave the bone marrow (BM) microenvironment and circulate as 

small, resting lymphocytes in peripheral blood and secondary lymphoid tissues.
4,5

 

Upon contact with an antigen, naïve B-cells are activated and migrate to secondary 

lymphoid organs. Here, some B-cells migrate to the marginal zone of the follicle and 

differentiate into short-lived plasma cells. Other activated B-cells, by interaction with T-

cells, aggregate into primary follicles to form germinal centers (GC). At the dark zone of 

the GCs, B-cells (centroblasts) experience massive proliferation as well as Ig somatic 

hypermutation (SHM). Centroblasts then differentiate into 

centrocytes and move into the light zone of the GC, where 

the modified antigen receptor is selected for improved 

binding to the immunizing antigen. A subset of 

centrocytes undergoes immunoglobulin class-switch 

recombination (CSR)
6
 and mutated B-cells are selected 

based on their ability to produce high-affinity antibodies. 

Positively selected cells undergo multiple rounds of 

proliferation, mutation, and selection, before they 

differentiate into plasma cells or memory B-cells and exit 

GC.
4,5

 

Whereas for the induction of a GC reaction, B-cells are 

Immunoglobulin somatic 

hypermutation (SHM). A 

genetic mechanism that 

introduces point mutations as 

well as small deletions, 

insertions, or duplications into 

the rearranged IGHV genes. 

Class-switch recombination 

(CSR).  DNA recombination 

process where the constant 

region of the antibody heavy 

chain may be exchanged. 
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dependent on the interaction with T-cells, the differentiation of B-cells to plasma cells may 

also occur without T-cells in T-cell-independent (TI) immune responses. Plasma cells 

generated in TI immune responses are short-lived and unmutated.
4
  

1.2 Origin of B-cell lymphoid neoplasms  

B-cells are particularly prone to malignant transformation because the machinery used for 

antibody diversification can cause chromosomal translocations and oncogenic mutations. 

Additional transforming events include inactivating mutations in various tumor suppressor 

genes, as well as a latent infection of B-cells with viruses, such as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). 

Each lymphoma subtype retains key features of their cell of origin as judged by the 

similarity of immunophenotype, histological appearance, and gene expression profiles.
4
 

The putative normal B-cell counterpart of B-cell lymphomas are shown in figure 1.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 | B-cell development and cellular origin of B-cell lymphomas. Shown are the main steps in 

B-cell differentiation and the putative origin of human B-cell lymphomas. U-CLL, chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia with no IGHV mutations; U-MCL, mantle cell lymphoma with no IGHV mutations; MALT, 

mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma; BL, Burkitt lymphoma; FL, follicular lymphoma; GCB-

DLBCL, germinal center B-cell like diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; DHL, High-grade B-cell lymphoma 

with MYC, BCL2 and/or BCL6 chromosomal rearrangements or double hit lymphoma; M-MCL, mantle 

cell lymphoma with IGHV mutations; ABC-DLBCL, activated B-cell like diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; 

M-CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia with IGHV mutations; MM, multiple myeloma. SHM, somatic 

hypermutation; CSR, class-switch recombination; FDC, follicular dendritic cells.  

 

The majority of mantle cell lymphomas (MCL) derived from mantle zone B-cells, 

presenting unmutated IGHV regions (U-MCL). However, some MCL cases show SHM, 

indicating that they have undergone GC reaction (M-MCL). In the same way, the 
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unmutated subtype of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (U-CLL) has unmutated IGHV regions, 

indicating a pre-GC derivation, and the mutated CLL subtype (M-CLL) has mutated IGHV 

regions and may derive from a small subset of memory B-cells. Burkitt’s lymphoma (BL), 

follicular lymphoma (FL) and germinal center B-cell-like (GCB) diffuse large B-cell 

lymphoma (DLBCL), show features that are consistent with GC B-cell derivation, while 

activated B-cell-like (ABC) subtype of DLBCL resembles post-GC plasmablasts. Mucosa-

associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphomas are extranodal in origin and phenotypically 

related to post-GC marginal zone B-cells. Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by the 

accumulation of malignant plasma cells. High-grade B-cell lymphoma with MYC, BCL2 

and/or BCL6 chromosomal rearrangements, as known as double hit lymphomas (DHL), 

have features intermediate between DLBCL and BL, being consistent with a GC B-cell 

counterpart.
1,4,7,8

 It is important to note that the actual cell of origin may be a B-cell at an 

earlier stage of differentiation than its normal B-cell counterpart. This can occur if the 

initiating oncogenic event happens early in hematopoietic development but allows further 

differentiation to take place before subsequent oncogenic hits are sustained.
7
 

1.3 Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma 

Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) is the most common form of adult lymphoma, 

comprising 30%-40% of all new diagnoses of B-cell Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (B-NHL) in 

adulthood. The annual incidence of DLBCL is estimated to be 3-6 cases per 100,000 

people in Western Countries.
9,10

 It includes cases that arise de novo as well as cases that 

derive from the clinical evolution of other less aggressive B-NHLs, such as FL and CLL
8
.  

Initial diagnosis of DLBCL is more common in the elderly, usually in the seventh decade 

but it may also occur in children and young adults, and it is slightly more common in males 

than in females.
11

  

Although the course of the disease is usually aggressive, more than 50% of patients can 

be cured by currently available immunochemotherapy protocols.
12

 

1.3.1 Origin and physiopathology of DLBCL 

1.3.1.1 DLBCL subgroups 

Several subtypes of DLBCL have been designated in the WHO classification, including 

primary DLBCL of the central nervous system; primary cutaneous DLBCL, leg type; 

intravascular LBCL; T-cell/histiocyte-rich LBCL; EBV-positive DLBCL; and DLBCL 

associated with chronic inflammation.
13

 The most common subtype is diffuse large B‐cell 

lymphoma, not otherwise specified (DLBCL, NOS), a category that includes tumors, which 

cannot be classified in any of the other more specific entities.
14

 According to the genetic 

similarities and the putative cell of origin, DLBCL cases can be divided into two main 
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groups: GCB-DLBCL, which derives from centroblasts; and ABC-DLBCL, which display 

several features of BCR-activated B-cells entering plasmablastic differentiation (Figure 

2).
15

 An additional 15%‒30% of DLBCL cases cannot be classified into any of the above 

subgroups.
16,17

 These subsets are associated with different molecular signaling pathways 

and clinical outcomes.
18

  

 

Figure 2 | Germinal center and DLBCL pathogenesis. Schematics of the GC reaction and its 

relationship with major subgroups of DLBCL. ABC-DLBCL: activated B-cell like diffuse large B-cell 

lymphoma; GCB-DLBCL: germinal center B-cell like diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; FDC: follicular 

dendritic cells. Adapted from Pasqualucci L et al., Semin Hematol, 2015.17 

 

1.3.1.2 Genetic alterations in DLBCL 

Compared to other B-cell malignancies, DLBCL display a significantly higher degree of 

genomic complexity, typically harboring between 50 and >100 lesions per case, with high 

variability across patients.
16

 Gene expression profile (GEP) has identified the two principal 

molecular subtypes, the GCB and ABC forms of DLBCL,
3,19

 that present different 

mutational landscape (Table 1) and depend on distinct oncogenic programs.
12

 Genetic 

alterations found in DLBCL include chromosomal translocations, mutations caused by 

aberrant SHM, sporadic mutations and copy number alterations.
20

  

Alterations Shared Across Subtypes  

The most common programs affected in DLBCLs result from inactivating mutations and 

deletions of the histone acetyltransferases CREBBP/EP300, affecting ~40% of DLBCL
21,22

 

and of the histone methyltransferase gene KMT2D, in ~24-30% of cases.
8,23

 These lesions 

may favor tumor development by reprogramming the cancer epigenome,
16

 through 

impaired acetylation of substrates such as BCL6 and p53.
17

 Mutations/deletions of the 
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tumor suppressor TP53 itself have also been reported
24

 and BCL6 rearrangements are 

detected in approximately 40% of DLBCL.
21

 

B-Cell Lymphoma-6 protein (BCL-6) controls the transcription of a variety of genes 

involved in B-cell development, differentiation, and activation, and is required in mature B-

cells during the GC reaction.
21

 Deregulation of BCL-6 activity represents a key mechanism 

of transformation in DLBCL, achieved via direct (chromosomal translocations (40% of 

cases) or hypermutation of its promoter (15% of cases))
25

 or indirect modalities (by 

enhancing the activity of its positive regulator MEF2B (~11% of cases)),
26

 preventing 

acetylation-mediated inactivation of its function, or abrogating mechanisms controlling 

protein degradation (FBXO11 mutations/deletions; 5% of cases).
16,17

  

A large proportion of DLBCLs acquire the ability to escape immune surveillance, including 

Cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL)-mediated cytotoxicity, through lack of B2M (~29% of 

cases)
27

 or HLA-I expression (~60% of cases),
17

 and natural killer cell-mediated death, 

through genetic inactivation or defective transport of the CD58 molecule.
8
  

Most DLBCLs harbor mutations in multiple genes as the result of an aberrant function of 

the physiologic SHM mechanism.
16

 Affecting more than 50% of cases,
20

 this phenomenon 

promotes genomic instability, favoring DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) breaks/chromosomal 

translocations, and deregulating oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes such as PIM1, 

MYC and PAX5.
19,28

  

GCB-DLBCL associated alterations  

Chromosomal translocations involving MYC and BCL2 are detected in ~10-15% and ~35-

40% of GCB-DLBCL, respectively,
8,20

 and deletions of the tumor suppressor PTEN are 

found in about 10% of cases.
17

 miR17-92 microRNA cluster, a negative regulator of PTEN 

can be also affected.
7
 In addition, EZH-2 driven epigenetic changes and B-cell migration 

are programs that seem to be affected with some specificity in GCB-DLBCL.
20,29

 Also 

frequent for this subtype are mutations in genes controlling the growth and confinement 

of B-cells to the GC such as GNA13 or TNFRSF14.
8,12,16,17,30

 

ABC-DLBCL associated mutations  

Constitutive activation of the nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) pathway represents a hallmark of 

ABC-DLBCL.
31

 The underlying causes are heterogeneous and include the activation of the 

BCR (e.g. CD79A, CD79B, or CARD11)
12

 and Toll-like receptor (TLR) (MYD88)
20

 pathways, or 

loss-of-function mutations in NF-κB negative regulators (TNFAIP3/A20)
32

.
17

  

Impaired plasma cell differentiation is another major transformation mechanism in this 

subtype, caused by mutually exclusive lesions deregulating BCL-6 and inactivating 

PRDM1/BLIMP1.
8,16
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Table 1 | Genetic alterations in DLBCL.  

Gene Class/product 

DLBCL common genetic lesions 

CREBBP CREB-binding protein 

EP300 Histone acetyltransferase p300 

KMT2D Mixed-lineage leukemia protein 2 

BCL6 B-Cell Lymphoma 6 

MEF2B Myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2B 

FBXO11 F-box only protein 11 

B2M β2-microglobulin 

HLA-I Major histocompatibility complex class I 

CD58 Cell adhesion molecule 

PIM1 Pim-1 Proto-Oncogene, Serine/Threonine Kinase 

MYC MYC Proto-Oncogene, BHLH Transcription Factor 

PAX5 Paired Box 5 

TP53 Tumor protein p53 

GCB-DLBCL 

BCL2 B-Cell Lymphoma 2 

EZH2 Enhancer of Zeste Homolog 2 

PTEN Phosphatase and tensin homolog 

miR17-92 PTEN negative regulator 

GNA13 G Protein Subunit Alpha 13 

TNFRSF14 TNF Receptor Superfamily Member 14 

ABC-DLBCL 

CD79A/B BCR associated proteins 

CARD11 Caspase recruitment domain-containing protein 11 

MYD88 Myeloid differentiation primary response gene 88 

TNFAIP3/A20 NF-κB negative regulator 

BLIMP1 B lymphocyte-induced maturation protein-1 

 

1.3.2 Diagnosis  

Most patients are asymptomatic but when symptoms are present, they are highly 

dependent on the site of involvement.
15

 In 40% of patients, the initial infiltrated site is extra-

nodal, usually the gastrointestinal tract but also skin, central nervous system, lungs, or the 

bones. Bone marrow involvement is reported in about 15% of cases.
33

  

A surgical excision biopsy remains the optimal method of diagnosis. This allows 

assessment of nodal architecture and provides adequate material for phenotypic and 

molecular studies.
34
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Morphologically, three common variants have been recognized: the centroblastic, the 

immunoblastic and the anaplastic, being the first the most common variant (Figure 3).
15

 

   

 

Figure 3. | Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. (A) Centroblastic variant. (B) Immunoblastic variant. (C) 

Anaplastic variant. Swerdlow SH et al., WHO Classification of Tumors, 2008.15 

 

DLBCL cells express pan B-cell markers such as CD19, CD20, CD22, and CD79a, but there 

may be a lack of staining with one or more of these. Surface and/or cytoplasmic Ig 

(usually IgM) can be demonstrated in 50-75% of cases. CD30 may be expressed especially 

in the anaplastic variant, and there are about 10% of cases that express CD5 and 30%, 

CD10. The proliferation fraction as detected by cells expressing the proliferation-

associated antigen, Ki67 is usually high (more than 40% of neoplastic cells) and p53 is 

expressed in 20-60% of cases.
11

  

GEP studies are needed to identify the DLBCL subtype.
35

 However, GEP techniques are not 

applicable to the routine clinical practice, and different approaches using 

immunophenotypic algorithms with small panels of biomarkers were developed.
35

 

Different immunohistochemical staining (IHC) algorithms for the classification of GCB and 

non-GCB DLBCL subtypes are being used. The most common is the Hans decision tree, 

which uses the expression pattern of CD10, BCL-6 and IRF4/MUM1.
36

 Other ICH 

algorithms for DLBCL classification include Colomo,
37

 Muris,
38

 Choi,
39

 and Tally.
40

 

However, it must be taken into account that they are not reliable techniques for the 

classification of DLBCL subtypes, as they can deliver discordant results. 

Recent improvements in technology have provided the opportunity to use formalin-fixed 

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue biopsies for reliable GEP.
41,42

 For example, the use of 

NanoString® gene expression platform permits an investigational in vitro diagnostic assay 

using the GEP of DLBCL cells for the classification of its subtype. The investigational test 

is performed using RNA extracted from FFPE tumor tissue diagnosed by pathology as 

DLBCL. These methods may represent a promising alternative to the ICH-based 

algorithms, providing a robust clinical tissue subtype characterization, and are being 

implemented in several hospitals.  
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1.3.3 Prognostic factors  

The International Prognostic Index (IPI) originally proposed in 1993, remains the routinely 

used tool to classify and predict the outcome for DLBCL patients.
33

 The IPI is a clinical and 

biological score that takes into account factors that are linked to the patient’s 

characteristics, disease extension and tumor growth, such as Eastern Cooperative 

Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status
43

 and Ann Arbor stage,
44

 to segregate DLBCL 

patients into four prognostic groups with distinct median overall survival (OS).
45

 

Additionally, another scoring system was generated to classify young patients with 

aggressive lymphomas: the age-adjusted international prognostic index (aaIPI).
46

 

Stromal gene signatures in DLBCL are prognostically relevant.
47

 The presence of host 

infiltrates in the tumors, such as T-cells,
48

 masts cells
49

 or tumor-associated 

macrophages,
50

 have been shown to be related to a better outcome. Moreover, it has been 

established that differences in the clinical features and treatment responses are also 

dependent on genetic and molecular factors.
33,51

 In fact, patients in the GCB subgroup 

have a higher 5-year survival rate after chemotherapy than the ABC subgroup (~75-60% vs 

~35%).
13,18

  

1.3.4 Treatments 

Treatment of DLBCL has undergone notable advances in the last 50 years. The current 

standard regimen of DLBCL is R-CHOP, a combination of rituximab with 

cyclophosphamide (an alkylating agent), doxorubicin (an intercalating agent), vincristine 

(which prevents cells from duplicating by binding to the protein tubulin), and prednisone (a 

corticosteroid), which achieves a cure in many patients. In clinical practice, the treatment 

decision is determined based on the individual IPI score and age.
10,34,52

  

1.3.4.1 Current standard therapy (first-line treatment) 

CHOP followed by involved-field radiotherapy (IFRT)
53

 was first established as the 

standard therapy for DLBCL patients, but the introduction of monoclonal anti-CD20 

antibody rituximab improved the outcome of DLBCL patients and set up R-CHOP as the 

standard treatment for this malignancy. The benefits of immunochemotherapy were 

confirmed in different clinical trials.
54-59

 Reduced-intensity immunochemotherapy is used 

as a strategy to reduce toxicities in elderly and unfit patients.
60

 

Although treatment with immunochemotherapy has significantly improved the outcome of 

DLBCL patients, there is still one-third of patients that do not respond to treatment,
61

 and 

around 30-40% of young patients with high-risk IPI develop a refractory disease.
10,62

 

Additional cycles of R-CHOP
57,63,64

 or maintenance with rituximab
59

 were not shown to 

offer any therapeutic benefit. 
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1.3.4.2 Second-line therapy  

Patients with DLBCL who experience relapse or fail to achieve complete response (CR) 

after first-line therapy, are treated with high-dose chemotherapy with Autologous Stem Cell 

Transplantation (HDC-ASCT)
65,66

 or with a combination of rituximab with a salvage 

chemotherapy regiment.
67,68

 However, patients with treatment failure within 6-12 months 

have a poor prognosis.
65

 Therefore, the efficacy of these therapies should be improved 

with new active drugs.
10

  

1.3.4.3 Novel agents 

The identification of ABC- and GCB-DLBCL by GEP, with different prognosis, permitted the 

design of different therapeutic approaches for each subgroup.
3,52

 ABC-DLBCL patients are 

less likely to respond well to CHOP-based regimens than those with GCB disease, 

therefore the exploration of new therapeutic targets is particularly important for this 

subgroup. Research of new therapies is focused on gene mutations and signaling 

pathways involved in each subgroup.
31,69

 Several novel agents are undergoing evaluation 

in DLBCL, as both single agents or in combination with standard chemotherapy R-CHOP.  

Immunomodulatory drugs  

Immunomodulating agents inhibit angiogenesis, stimulate immune responses, alter 

cytokines and induce apoptosis.
10

 Lenalidomide, for example, inhibits NF-κB activity in 

vitro and also exerts significant anti-tumor activity.
52

 This drug has been evaluated as a 

single agent in relapsed/refractory (R/R) DLBCL with a CR of 29.4% vs 4.3% for ABC-

DLBCL and GCB-DLBCL respectively.
70

 Some clinical trials are ongoing in order to evaluate 

efficacy and safety of treatment with lenalidomide plus R-CHOP as a first-line therapy 

(NCT03003520, NCT02285062, NCT01856192, NCT02636322).  

Proteasome inhibitors 

Bortezomib is a proteasome inhibitor approved for use in MCL.
71

 It inhibits NF-κB through 

blocking IkBα degradation and enhances the activity of chemotherapy in ABC-DLBCL.
72 In 

addition, in contrast to the adverse outcome associated with ABC subtype after treatment 

with R-CHOP, no survival differences are observed between GCB and ABC subtypes 

following R-CHOP plus bortezomib.
73

 

Histone deacetylase inhibitors 

Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitors are potent antiproliferative agents, which cause 

cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis, cell differentiation, and in some cases, autophagy.
74 

A large 

number of clinical trials, testing this group of drugs, are ongoing in both solid tumors and 

hematological malignancies. In particular, the efficacy and safety of vorinostat,
75,76

 

mocetinostat
77

 and abexinostat
78

 are being investigated in DLBCL and other lymphomas. 
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The most probable use of these inhibitors will be in combination with other biological 

agents. 

Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitors 

Mutations affecting CD79B and CD79A are found frequently in ABC DLBCL and result in a 

chronic activation of BCR signaling and consequent NF-κB activation.
79

 Therefore, kinase 

inhibitors that interfere with BCR signaling (e.g., BTK inhibitors) are emerging as a new 

treatment paradigm for ABC-DLBCL.
16

  The BTK inhibitor ibrutinib has been shown to be 

effective in several types of B-cell lymphomas including ABC-DLBCL. As a single agent, in 

R/R DLBCL, ibrutinib has shown an RR of 37% in ABC-DLBCL patients compared to  5% in 

the GCB subtype.
80

 In combination with R-CHOP, encouraging clinical trial results are being 

published in R/R non-GCB DLBCL.
81,82

 Currently, this agent is being investigated in several 

clinical trials (NCT02636322, NCT02077166, and NCT02142049 among others).  

CAR-T cells 

Modified autologous T-cells genetically engineered to express anti-CD19 specificity, also 

known as chimeric antigen receptor T-cells (CAR-T cells), have shown promise in clinical 

trials of R/R DLBCL (CR of 53%)
83

 and are one of the most exciting recent advances in the 

management of B-cell malignancies. 

1.4. High-grade B-cell lymphoma with rearrangements of MYC and BCL2 

and or/ BCL6 (so-called double-hit lymphoma) 

Recent genetic and proteomics studies identified a prognostic role for MYC and BCL2 

genetic translocations. MYC is rearranged in 5% to 15% of DLBCL
84

 and, in some cases 

MYC rearrangements are associated with BCL2 and/or, to a lesser extent, BCL6 

rearrangements, with even less common lymphomas bearing all 3 rearrangements in the 

so-called double hit (DHL) or triple hit lymphomas.
85

 These are now recognized as high-

grade B-cell lymphoma (HGBL), with rearrangements of MYC and BCL2 and/or BCL6 in the 

updated WHO classification.
2
  

DHL is characterized by highly aggressive clinical behavior, complex karyotypes,
86

 and a 

broad morphologic, immunophenotypic and genetic spectrum that overlaps with BL and 

DLBCL, or less frequently, with FL with blastoid morphology.
87

  

The median age of onset of DHL is approximately 60 years and it is more commonly 

observed in males, with a male to female ratio of 2:1.
88
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1.4.1 Origin and physiopathology of DHL 

DHL comprises a subset of aggressive lymphomas in elderly patients, previously often 

diagnosed mostly as DLBCL but also as a Burkitt-like lymphoma.
89

  

1.4.1.1 Genetic alterations in DHL 

DHL cases harbor a chromosomal breakpoint at the MYC/8q24 locus together with 

another recurrent rearrangement, typically t(14;18)(q32;q21) involving BCL2 gene (62% of 

cases) (Figure 4). Far less common are DHL with concurrent rearrangements of MYC and 

BCL6 (8% of cases), or triple hit lymphomas (16% of cases), involving all three genes.
89,90

  

Figure 4. | High-grade B-cell lymphoma with rearrangements of MYC and BCL2. (A) DHL cells with 

somewhat blastoid nuclei and a high mitotic rate. Note the extensive nuclear MYC (B) and 

cytoplasmic BCL-2 (C) expression. Swerdlow SH et al., Hematology Am Soc Hematol Educ Program, 

2014.85 

 

In cases of concurrent rearrangement of MYC and BCL2, the predominant phenotype is 

GCB-DLBCL while the DHL composed by concurrent BCL6 and MYC rearrangement have 

more frequently an ABC phenotype.
89,91,92

 

MYC 

MYC is a transcription factor that binds to promoter regions of target genes and 

modulates their expression by the recruitment of specific coactivators and repressors. The 

transcriptional program regulated by MYC includes 10% to 15% of all human genes.
93

 The 

main cell functions and pathways under control of MYC are cell proliferation and growth, 

apoptosis, DNA replication, metabolism and energy regulation, and protein and nucleotide 

biosynthesis.
94

  

MYC plays a crucial role in the lymphoid follicle formation, where it is transitory expressed 

in different subsets of cells. MYC is initially expressed in B-cells after interaction with 

antigens and T-cells.
93

 The subsequent upregulation of BCL-6 represses MYC and initiates 

the formation of the GC dark zone. MYC is again upregulated in some cells of the light 

zone, which will reenter into the dark zone and undergo further cycles of proliferation and 

SHM. MYC-negative cells in the light zone will exit the GC to differentiate into memory B-
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cells or plasma cells. BCL-6 and BLIMP1 (B lymphocyte-induced maturation protein-1) 

directly repress MYC in GC B and plasma cells, respectively.
91

 

MYC alterations have been frequently detected in aggressive B-cell lymphomas,
95

  

including the t(8;14) translocation,  characteristic of BL (80‒90% of cases).
86

 The Ig genes 

are the most frequent MYC translocation partner, leading to constitutive MYC expression
91

 

and a significant negative impact on the patient outcome.
96

  

BCL-2 

BCL-2 (B-cell lymphoma 2) is the founding member of the BCL-2-family proteins that play a 

crucial role in the regulation of apoptosis through their ability to regulate mitochondrial 

cytochrome release. BCL-2 is an anti-apoptotic protein that promotes the survival of cells 

upon major stressors such as DNA-damage and growth factors deprivation.
97,98

  

The overexpression of BCL-2 does not promote cell proliferation as most previously 

discovered oncogenes do; rather, overexpression of BCL-2 inhibits cell death. It promotes 

cancer cell accumulation by opposing cell death.
99,100

 

BCL2 t(14;18) chromosome translocation breakpoint is found in nearly all cases of FL (80-

90% of cases) and in 20-30% of cases of DLBCL,
86

 more specifically GCB-DLBCL.
101

 This 

translocation juxtaposes BCL2 to the IGH gene, resulting in BCL-2 protein overexpression 

and inhibition of apoptosis.
102

 

BCL-6 

BCL-6 is a transcriptional repressor expressed in many tissues but in B-cells is mostly 

restricted to GC B-cells, where is required for GC formation in response to antigen 

stimulation.
45

 It represses many target genes involved in apoptosis, DNA damage 

response, cell cycle control, proliferation, and differentiation.
89

  

As we saw in the previous section, BCL-6 is involved in B-cell development, differentiation, 

and activation. Multiple mechanisms act coordinately to timely modulate BCL6 expression 

at transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels. BCL-6 prevents premature activation and 

differentiation of GC B-cells and provides an environment tolerant of the DNA breaks 

associated with Ig gene remodeling mechanisms involved in the production of high-affinity 

antibodies of different isotypes.
21

 Important direct targets are BCL2, TP53, IRF4, and 

BLIMP1.
91

 

Upon induction, BCL-6 binds its own promoter to negatively regulate its transcription. The 

importance of this mechanism is highlighted by the presence of genetic lesions that 

abrogate this autoregulatory circuit.
8
 Chromosomal translocations affecting the band 

3q27, where the BCL6 gene is located, are one of the most common genetic abnormalities 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apoptosis_regulator_proteins,_Bcl-2_family
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulator_protein
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in DLBCL (around 30% of patients).
101

 Only half of the translocations involving BCL6 affect 

an Ig locus; in other cases, the translocation partner is very diverse.
89

   

1.4.2 Diagnosis  

Awareness of DHL pathologic spectrum between BL, DLBCL and FL is important in 

directing ancillary testing to detect IGH-BCL2 and MYC rearrangements; particularly in 

laboratories where conventional cytogenetics is not routinely performed or available.
87

  

The majority of patients will present with advanced stage disease, involvement of 

extranodal locations, high serum lactate dehydrogenase level, and high-intermediate or 

high-risk IPI score. Among extranodal locations, a high proportion of patients will have 

involvement of the bone marrow at the time of diagnosis, and this may involve a 

circulating leukemic phase in the peripheral blood; a finding that is rarely seen in typical 

DLBCL. Central nervous system (CNS) involvement at diagnosis, or subsequently at 

relapse, is also increased in DHL relative to DLBCL patients.
103-105

 

DHL are typically composed of a diffuse proliferation of medium- to large-sized 

transformed cells with few admixed small lymphocytes, but in rare cases, nuclei are 

relatively small and the chromatin is finely granular, resembling lymphoblastic 

lymphoma.
101

 These lymphomas express B-cell markers such as CD19, CD20, CD22, and 

CD79 and are negative for one or more T-cell antigens, including CD2, CD3, CD4, CD7 or 

CD8. CD5 is positive in around 10% of the cases and CD10 in ~84-90%.
87,92,101,103

 Cell 

proliferation (measured by Ki-67) is usually high, with a median typically reported in the 

80% to 90% range, and often approaching 100%.
105,106

 

The morphological and/or immunophenotypic parameters do not seem to effectively 

predict the detection of cytogenetic translocations involving MYC, BCL2 and BCL6;
106

 for 

example, 29-44% of DLBCL cases have overexpression of MYC and BCL-2 by IHC (‘double-

expresser’ cases), but most of them do not harbor rearrangements.
88

 A diagnosis of DHL 

is only determined following the results of a cytogenetic techniques (karyotyping) and/or 

fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH).
86

 Reproducibility is reported to be very high, with 

concordance of more than 98%.
85,96

 For that reason, among all newly diagnosed 

lymphomas characterized morphologically and immunohistochemically as B-cell 

lymphoma unclassifiable with features intermediate between DLBCL and BL or HGBL, it 

would be prudent to perform FISH, given the high prevalence of double-hit cytogenetics 

within this cohort.
105

 

1.4.3 Prognostic factors  

DHL patients have a rapidly progressive disease with poor prognosis, even with high-

intensity chemotherapy.
90

 Median survivals are often in months, with most reported to be 

no more than ~1.5 years, and with OS at 3 or 5 years shorter than expected in DLBCL.
85
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Modern data suggest that a subset of DHL patients may have long-term survival,
107,108

 

demonstrating that some patients with DHL may indeed have a better outcome and that 

DHL does not predict the death sentence that was initially suggested.
105

 There is a clear 

need to conduct prospective studies in patients with DHL, to determine their true 

prognosis. 

Given the heterogeneity in outcome among patients with DHL, prognostic variables have 

been extensively evaluated. Patients with DHL often present with poor prognostic 

parameters, including elevated lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), BM and CNS involvement, 

and a high IPI score.
89,102

 The IPI is predictive in DHL population, with patients with 0 to 1 

risk factors having a very favorable overall prognosis of approximately 90%, compared 

with approximately 25% within IPI scores of 3 to 5. 
107,109

 Even so, it has not be taken into 

account that high or high-intermediate IPI is around 70% - 90% of the cases (clinical stage 

III/IV).
102,104

  

1.4.4 Treatments 

The mainstay of therapy for aggressive B-cell lymphoma is R-CHOP or R-CHOP-like 

regimens. Chemoimmunotherapy has improved the OS of DLBCL patients
110

 but its failure 

to control the disease in DHL patients has motivated the development of new therapies 

that may overcome the adverse clinical impact of this genetic alteration.
84,105

 

1.4.4.1 Current standard therapy (first-line treatment) 

Despite the prognosis in DHL, R-CHOP chemotherapy remains the backbone of treatment 

given the good outcomes achieved in DLBCL patients as a whole. Optimizing therapy 

remains the key clinical challenge in DHL. The challenge is twofold: optimizing traditional 

chemoimmunotherapy regimens, and salvaging individuals with poor response to initial 

therapy.
110

 A major problem with these regimens is that they are not well tolerated in older 

adults who comprise the majority of DHL patients.
88,111

 

1.4.4.2 Second-line therapy  

Patients who have primary R/R disease have extremely poor outcomes with no standard 

treatment recommendations.
112

 SCT and allograft transplants for patients at high-risk of 

R/R disease have no effect on OS.
109

 Furthermore, the utility of transplant is limited by 

poor tolerability in the elderly.
110

 

1.4.4.3 Novel agents 

As DHL is characterized by rearrangements of both BCL2 and MYC, approaches targeting 

these specific pathways are particularly exciting areas of exploration.
110

 Patients with R/R 

DHL should ideally be treated in the context of novel agents.
105
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MYC inhibition 

Inhibition of MYC is likely pivotal to the development of truly novel approaches to the 

treatment of DHL. Although targeting transcription factors with direct inhibitors has proved 

technically challenging, progress is being made in the targeting of the regulation of MYC 

activity; there are several agents currently being developed including direct and indirect 

targeting, knockdown, protein/protein and DNA interaction inhibitors, and translation and 

expression regulation.
110,113

  

Direct MYC inhibition can be achieved either by interference with its production or 

function. Antisense oligonucleotides like Resten-NG (AVI BioPharma)
114,115

 have been used 

to promote degradation of target mRNA or preventing mRNA translation. However, none 

of these drugs were further developed. On the other hand, small molecule protein/protein 

interaction inhibitors such as inhibitors of MYC/MAX dimerization (10058-F4 and JY-3-

094),
116,117

 have been also studied. They have so far been limited by poor bioavailability, 

rapid metabolism, and inadequate target site penetration. Omomyc
118

 is a MYC dominant 

negative that disrupt MYC/MAX interaction, sequester MYC away from DNA and occupy 

the E-box with transcriptionally inactive dimers.
119

 Multiple studies in mouse models of 

cancer demonstrated Omomyc's therapeutic impact in different types of cancer.
120-122

 

Targeting MYC itself has often proven very challenging. Because of that, many researchers 

have instead opted for an indirect approach, focusing on MYC transcriptional regulation or 

modulation of MYC stability and activity. The bromodomain and extra-terminal (BET) 

proteins inhibitors are a significant area of focus at the moment.
113

  

Post-translational modifications of the histone proteins orchestrate chromatin 

organization and gene expression in normal and cancer cells.
123

 BET proteins act as 

scaffolds for the recruitment of transcription factors and chromatin organizers required in 

transcription initiation and elongation.
124,125

 The recent discovery of small molecules 

capable of blocking their lysine-binding pocket is the first paradigm of successful 

pharmacological inhibition of epigenetic readers.
123 

Given the general role of BET proteins 

in transcriptional elongation, the discovery that inhibition of these proteins only affects the 

transcription of a small subset of genes was unexpected 

and suggested that inhibitors of bromodomains may 

specifically modulate the expression of some disease-

promoting genes.
126  

Inhibition of BRD4 (Bromodomain-containing protein 4) by 

the small molecule JQ1 has shown a downregulation of 

MYC transcription, followed by genome-wide 

downregulation of MYC-dependent target genes.
124,127

 It has 

demonstrated preclinical activity in different cancers, 

The bromodomains and 

extra-terminal domain (BET) 

family proteins recognize 

acetylated chromatin 

through their bromodomains 

(BDs) and help in regulating 

gene expression. The BET 

family proteins include BRD2, 

BRD3, BRD4 and mBRDT.125
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including DHL cell lines.
128

 These exciting results from JQ1 encouraged the development 

of similar structure BET inhibitors.
123

 CPI203 (Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Inc.)
129

 is 

another BRD4 inhibitor structurally similar to JQ1 (Figure 5), but with an improved 

bioavailability profile in mice.
130

 It has shown preclinical evidence of efficacy in 

lymphomas.
131,132

  

CPI0610, a CPI203 analog, as well as other BET inhibitors are currently in phase I/II clinical 

trials: CPI0610 (ClinicalTrials. gov identifier: NCT01949883, NCT02157636, 

NCT02158858), GSK525762 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01943851, NCT01587703), 

and  OTX015 (ClinicalTrials. gov identifier: NCT01713582).
110,123

  

 

Figure 5 | Structural view of JQ1 and CPI203. (A) JQ1 chemical structure. (B) CPI203 chemical 

structure. Adapted from Hewitt MC et al., Bioorg Med Chem Lett, 2015.133 

 

BCL-2 inhibition 

Several inhibitors of the BCL-2 family are in development. The first extensively validated 

BCL-2 selective inhibitor was ABT-199 (venetoclax).
134

 Venetoclax is approved in the USA 

for CLL patients with 17p deletion.
135

 ABT- 199 has demonstrated preclinical efficacy in 

DHL cell lines, especially when used in combination with either traditional chemotherapy or 

other novel agents. In particular, ABT-199 enhances the antitumor effects of bortezomib, 

YM-155 (MCL1 inhibitor) and JQ1.
128

 See chapter “2.4.4. Targeting anti-apoptotic BCL-2 

family members” for more detailed information about venetoclax and other BCL-2 

inhibitors.

Other novel therapeutic approaches 

Small-molecule inhibitors of BCL6 are also in development. One such compound binds to 

the corepressor-binding groove of the BCL-6 and is effective in killing BCL-6-positive 

DLBCL cell lines. It is likely that rational combinations of these agents with more effective 

chemotherapy platforms than CHOP, will offer the highest chance of altering the 

therapeutic outcome of DHLs.
95
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In a high number of GCB-DLBCL patients, the loss of expression of PTEN and consequent 

constitutive activation of the PI3K/AKT pathway leads to upregulation of MYC.
136

 PI3K 

inhibition was selectively toxic to PTEN-deficient GCB-DLBCL models, suggesting that 

PI3K inhibitors could have activity in DHL. 
88,95

 

Other approaches currently being explored include optimized mAbs: anti-CD20, -CD22 and 

-CD40,
137-140

 anti-PD1,
141

 and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) antibodies.
142

  

More recently, modified autologous T-cells engineered to recognize CD19, also known as 

CAR-T cells, have shown promise in clinical trials of R/R DLBCL and may have good 

results in DHL.
83,143

 

Finally, kinase inhibitors may also play a role in future attempts to better treat DHL. Drugs 

such as the Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) inhibitor ibrutinib
144

 or the PI3Kδ inhibitor 

idelalisib
145

 may play a role in new combination approaches. The benefits of ibrutinib after 

ASCT in DHL is currently being evaluated in a phase II clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov 

identifier: NCT02272686). 

1.5 Mantle Cell Lymphoma 

MCL is a rare B-cell lymphoma that represents 5‒10% of all NHLs, with an incidence of 0.8 

per 100,000 persons.
146

 It occurs primarily among elderly individuals with a median age of 

approximately 60 years (range 29-85), and a high male-to-female ratio (around 2-7:1).
44

 

The clinical evolution is usually very aggressive, with poor responses to treatment and 

frequent relapses; few patients are cured with current therapies. However, there is a more 

indolent form of the disease that has a long survival.
44,147  

1.5.1 Origin and physiopathology of MCL 

1.5.1.1 MCL subtypes 

MCL classically has been recognized as an aggressive small B-cell lymphoma that 

developed in a linear fashion from naïve B-cells. Paradoxically, a subset of patients follow 

an indolent clinical evolution with a stable disease, even in the absence of chemotherapy, 

reflecting, in part, that MCL develops along 2 very different pathways. 

Classical MCL is usually composed of IGHV-unmutated or minimally mutated B-cells that 

usually express SOX11 (SRY (Sex Determining Region Y)-Box 11), features genetic 

instability and typically involves lymph nodes and other extranodal sites. Acquisition of 

additional molecular/cytogenetic abnormalities can lead to even more aggressive blastoid 

or pleomorphic MCL. Leukemic non-nodal MCL develop from IGHV-mutated SOX11− B-

cells, carrying epigenetic imprints of GC experienced B-cells. It usually involves peripheral 

blood (PB), BM, and often spleen. These cases feature genetic stability and are frequently 

clinically indolent; however, secondary abnormalities, often involving TP53, may occur and 
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lead to very aggressive disease. A third MCL subtype, in situ mantle cell neoplasia, is 

characterized by the presence of cyclin D1+ cells; most typically in the inner zones of the 

follicles. Although disseminated, they appear to have a low rate of progression (Figure 6).
2
 

SOX11 is a transcription factor that has been reported to block terminal B-cell 

differentiation in aggressive MCL by regulating PAX5 expression. There is also data 

demonstrating a role for SOX11 as a driver of pro-angiogenic signals in MCL through the 

regulation of platelet-derived growth factor A (PDGFA) that contributes to a more 

aggressive phenotype.
148

 

 

Figure 6 | Hypothetical models of major subtypes of MCL. Precursor B-cells may colonize the inner 

portion of the mantle zones, representing in situ mantle cell neoplasia (ISMCN). After the introduction 

of additional genetic and molecular abnormalities, ISMCN may progress, involving or not the transit 

through the GC, to classical MCL or leukemic non-nodal MCL respectively. More frequently classical 

MCL but also leukemic non-nodal MCL undergo additional molecular/cytogenetic abnormalities 

leading to clinical and sometimes morphological progression. Adapted from Swerdlow SH et al., 

Blood, 2016.2  

 

1.5.1.2 Genetic alterations in MCL 

Cyclin D1 overexpression 

The t(11;14)(q13;q32) translocation leading to the constitutive overexpression of cyclin D1, 

is the genetic hallmark of MCL and is considered the primary genetic event. The role of 

cyclin D1 in promoting MCL lymphomagenesis is related to its function in cell cycle 

regulation, where participates in the control of the G1-S phase transition by binding to 

cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) and CDK6 (Figure 7).
147,149

  

Cyclin D1-negative MCL 

A small subset (5%) of MCL is negative for cyclin D1 and the t(11;14), but have an 

expression profile and other features indistinguishable from conventional MCL. These 

cases have a high expression of cyclin D2 or cyclin D3, which highlight the relevance of the 

oncogenic deregulation of the G1 phase of the cell cycle in the pathogenesis of MCL.
149
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Secondary genetic events 

CCND1, encoding cyclin D1, is a weak oncogene that requires the cooperation of other 

oncogenic events to transform lymphoid cells. MCL, especially classical MCL, represents 

one of the lymphoma subtypes with the highest genomic instability. Molecular studies 

have identified alterations in components of the cell-cycle regulation, DNA damage 

response, and cell survival pathways, but the profile of mutated genes contributing to the 

pathogenesis of MCL and cooperating with CCND1, is not well defined.
44,150

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 | Cell cycle deregulation in MCL. The t(11;14)(q13;q32) translocation results in the 

constitutive overexpression of cyclin D1. Cyclin D1 controls the G1-S-phase transition by binding to 

CDK4. Cyclin D1-CDK4 complexes phosphorylate and inactivate retinoblastoma 1 (RB1). The titration 

of p27 into cyclin D1-CDK4 complexes promote the increase of cyclin E-CDK2 active complexes that 

enhance p27 degradation and further phosphorylation of RB1,  activating the transcription factor E2F 

and allowing the cell to progress into S phase.  Adapted from Jares and Campo, Br J Haematol, 

2008.149 

 

The most common alterations further deregulating cell cycle in MCL include the deletion of 

the CDKN2A locus (9p21), implicated in the INK4a/CDK4/RB1 and ARF/MDM2/TP53 

pathways. On the one hand, CDKN2A locus encodes for the CDK inhibitor INK4a (p16). It 

ensures the presence of high levels of cyclin D1/CDK4 activity. As an alternative to the loss 

of INK4a, the BMI1 (polycomb ring finger) oncogene is amplified or highly expressed in 

some MCL cases. The direct inactivation of retinoblastoma 1 (RB1) could also occur in 

aggressive MCL variants. On the other hand, CDKN2A locus also encodes ARF (ADP-
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Ribosylation Factor 1) that negatively regulates MDM2 (murine double minute 2 homolog), 

which in turn promotes p53 degradation. These alterations, as well as TP53 mutations (19-

28% of MCL cases), lead to frequent deregulation of the p53 pathway, involved in cell cycle 

arrest, DNA repair and apoptosis.
147,151,152

  

Table 2 | Genetic alterations in MCL.  

Gene Class/product 

Cell cycle 

CCND1 Cyclin D1 

CDK4 Cyclin-dependent kinase 4 

MDM2 Murine double minute 2 homolog 

RB1 Retinoblastoma 1 

CDKN2A INK4a and ARF 

BMI1 BMI1 Proto-Oncogene, Polycomb Ring Finger 

DNA damage / epigenetic modifiers 

TP53 Tumor protein p53 

ATM Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated 

WHSC1 (NSD2) 
Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate-1/ Nuclear 
Receptor Binding SET Domain Protein 2 

KMT2D Mixed-lineage leukemia protein 2 

MEF2B Myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2B 

Cell survival 

BIRC3 Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing 3 

TRAF2 MAP3K14 negative regulator 

MAP3K14 NF-kappa-B-inducing kinase (NIK) 

IKBKB 
Inhibitor of nuclear factor kappa-B kinase subunit 
beta (IKKβ) 

TLR2 Member of the TLR family 

PTEN Phosphatase and tensin homolog 

NOTCH1/2 NOTCH family members 

SYK Spleen Tyrosine Kinase 

PKCβ II Member of the protein kinase C family  

Apoptosis 

BCL2 B-cell lymphoma 2 

BCL2L11 Bcl-2-like protein 11 (BIM) 

 

Recent genome-wide studies using next-generation sequencing have expanded the 

perspective of genes and pathways involved in the development of MCL. DNA damage 

response pathway dysfunction involves mutations of the DNA damage sensor ATM, which 

has been identified as the most common secondary alteration in MCL (42-55% of cases). 

Mutations in several chromatin modifiers such as WHSC1 (10%), KMT2D (14%) and 
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MEF2B (3%) have also been detected, mostly in SOX11+ MCL. This differential distribution 

illustrates the relationship between genomic alterations and tumor heterogeneity. 

Additional pathways affected include cell survival pathways, which seems to contribute to 

the MCL oncogenesis. Constitutive activation of NF-κB, which regulates the expression of 

various genes involved in both survival and apoptotic signaling pathways, has been 

detected in MCL. BIRC3 is the most commonly affected gene (6-10%) but there can be 

also mutations in TLR2, TRAF2, MAP3K14 or IKBKB.  

The PI3K/AKT/mTOR survival pathway is also activated in MCL; particularly in blastoid 

variants. It is associated with the loss of the PI3K phosphatase PTEN expression. Other 

alterations include activating mutations in NOTCH1/2 (10% of cases), which are 

associated with an aggressive evolution of the tumor.  Constitutive activation of the BCR 

signal transduction components SYK and PKCβ II, have been described in MCL. Within 

apoptosis, amplification of the anti-apoptotic BCL2 and deletions of BCL2L11, member of 

the BH-3 only family with pro-apoptotic activity, have also been described in MCL (Table 

2).
147,149,150,152,153

 

1.5.2 Diagnosis 

At diagnosis, 70% of patients or more have disseminated disease (stage III or IV),
44

 with 

lymphadenopathy (75%), hepato-splenomegaly (35-60%), BM (>60%) and PB (13-77%) 

involvement. Other extranodal sites are frequently involved, including the gastrointestinal 

tract and Waldeyer’s ring.
15,44

 

Morphologically, four subtypes of MCL are recognized: the classic, the small cell, the 

blastoid and the pleomorphic variants. The last two subtypes have higher proliferation 

rates and are associated with inferior clinical outcome (Figure 8).
44,147

 

The phenotype of MCL is relatively characteristic with high expression of the IgM/IgD 

surface Ig. By immunophenotyping, neoplastic cells are usually CD5+ and CD43+ and 

express the B-cell associated antigens: CD19, CD20, CD22, and CD79. They are usually 

negative for CD3, CD23, CD11c, CD10, and CD200. MCL cells are generally BCL-2 positive 

and BCL-6 negative.
44,149

 

Demonstration of t(11;14)(q13;q32) by FISH or cyclin D1 overexpression by 

immunohistochemistry (ICH) is generally required to diagnose MCL, although a small 

number of cases are cyclin D1 negative. These cases have a high expression of cyclin D2 

or cyclin D3; however, this is not helpful for diagnostics as these proteins are also 

overexpressed in other B-cell neoplasms. The nuclear SOX11 expression is a highly 

specific marker for both cyclin D1positive and negative MCL.
154
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Figure 8. | Mantle cell lymphoma. (A) Classic variant. (B) Blastoid variant. (C) Pleomorphic variant. (D) 

Cyclin D1 immunostain. Adapted from Swerdlow et al., WHO Classification of Tumors, 2008.15 

 

1.5.3 Prognostic factors  

A specific MCL prognostic index, MIPI (MCL International Prognostic Index), classify MCL 

patients into low, intermediate, and high-risk groups, based on four independent 

prognostic factors: age, ECOG performance status,
43

 LDH, and leukocyte count.
155,156

 

Other factors such as proliferation of the tumor, karyotypic complexity, genetic aberrations 

and DNA methylation are independent prognostic factors for MCL outcome.
147,157

 

1.5.4 Treatments 

1.5.4.1 Watch and wait strategy 

Some newly diagnosed MCL patients can be diligently observed, deferring therapy to a 

later date. Asymptomatic, low tumor burden with non-nodal presentation and genetic 

stability are candidates for this strategy.
158

 Delayed treatment in these patients does not 

adversely affect OS from time of treatment initiation.
159

 

1.5.4.2 Current standard therapy (first-line treatment) 

For patients in need of frontline therapy, the initial therapeutic decision is dictated by the 

age and the fitness of the patient. Although there is no accepted standard, there are 2 

general approaches: HyperCVAD (hyper-fractionated cyclophosphamide, vincristine, 

doxorubicin, and dexamethasone, alternating with cytarabine and methotrexate) 

alternating with high-dose immunochemotherapy, or HDC-ASCT.
152

 

HyperCVAD usually combined with rituximab (R-HyperCVAD), leads to extremely high CR 

rates and durable responses.
160

 The use of R-HyperCVAD alternating with high-dose 

methotrexate/cytarabine showed an ORR of 97%.
161

 For patients that achieve remission, 

consolidation therapy is recommended.
162
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For older, less-fit patients there is no generally accepted front-line therapy. CHOP-based 

therapy, fludarabine and cyclophosphamide (FC), and bendamustine, have been the 

mainstay of therapy for them.
152

  

Maintenance therapy is a well-established approach to postponing disease progression. 

Novel agents such as ibrutinib or lenalidomide are under investigation for their use as a 

maintenance therapy in MCL.
162

 

1.5.4.3 Second-line therapy  

ASCT was generally used in relapsed young patients but their use has better outcomes as 

first-line consolidation treatment.
163

  

A growing number of novel biologically-targeted therapies are profoundly altering the 

landscape of MCL treatment options in both first-line and relapsed settings.
162

  

There are currently four drugs licensed for use in MCL across the world: the proteasome 

inhibitor bortezomib (Velcade®), the mTOR inhibitor temsirolimus (Torisel®), the 

immunomodulatory agent lenalidomide (Revlimid®) and the BTK inhibitor ibrutinib 

(Imbruvica®). As single agents, the overall response rate (ORRs) for these drugs are 

33%,
164

 22%,
165

 28%,
166

 and 68%,
167

 respectively (Table 3).  

Table 3 | Comparison of the drugs licensed for use in MCL.  

Treatment Nº Patients ORR CR 

Bortezomib164 155 33 8 

Temsirolimus165 54 22 2 

Lenalidomide166 134 28 8 

Ibrutinib167 111 68 21 

 

OOR, overall response rate; CR; complete response 

 

With the possible exception of ibrutinib, it seems unlikely that these drugs will be used as 

single agents for the treatment of MCL outside of maintenance strategies, but they may 

have a role as part of combination therapy.
160,168

 There are ongoing clinical trials with 

different combinations such as temsirolimus plus rituximab (OOR 60%; 19% CR), 

bortezomib with R-HyperCVAD (95% CR)
169

 or lenalidomide plus rituximab (OOR 92%; 64% 

CR).
152,168,170

 

1.5.4.4 Novel agents 

Several novel agents using different target points have also been used with some reported 

efficacy in R/R MCL. Monotherapy novel agent studies are presented in Table 4. Among 

the most exciting recent advances in the management of B-cell malignancies, has been 

the development of CAR-T cells.
171

 CDK4/6 inhibitors (e.g. abemaciclib,
163

 palbociclib)
172
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are also an attractive therapeutic option given the role of cell-cycle deregulation in the 

pathogenesis of MCL. Anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), such as ofatumumab
173

 

and obinutuzumab,
174

 have single-agent activity in rituximab-treated patients and are good 

candidates to be used in combination with other therapies. Moreover, BH3 mimetic-type 

BCL inhibitors such as ABT-199 (venetoclax),
175,176

 PI3Kδ inhibitors such as idelalisib,
177

 

HDACs inhibitors (e.g. abexinostat
178

), mTOR inhibitors (e.g. everolimus
179

) or other small 

molecules including some second-generation BTK inhibitors, are being developed and 

explored in MCL. Finally, the promising activity of anti-CD38 mAbs, such as 

daratumumab
180

 in MM, has prompted the initiation of studies in other B-cell 

malignancies.
163,181

 

Table 4 | Novel agent studies in R/R MCL.  

Agent Mechanism Phase Nº patients %ORR (%CR) 

Idelalisib PI3Kδ inhibitor I 40 40 (5) 

Everolimus mTOR inhibitor II 58 8.6 (0) 

Abexinostat HDAC inhibitor II 11 27.3 (0) 

Venetoclax BH3 mimetic I/II 12 75 (0) 

Abemaciclib Cell cycle inhibitor (CDK4/6) II 22 22 (0) 

 

Adapted from Atilla E et al., Int J Hematol, 2017.163 

 

1.6 Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia 

CLL is the most common leukemia in adults in the Western world, accounting for 25% of 

NHLs. CLL has an annual incidence of about 2-6 new cases per 100,000 people per year, 

increasing with age, reaching 12.8/100,000 at age 65. The median age at diagnosis is 65-

70, with male predominance (1.5-2:1).
15,182

  

There is a large variation in survival among individual patients, ranging from several 

months to a normal life expectancy.
15,182

 A small fraction of CLL cases (around 2-15%) 

transform into a very aggressive form, known as Richter’s syndrome (RS), which 

morphologically resembles DLBCL and is associated with a very poor clinical outcome.
183-

185
 

1.6.1 Origin and physiopathology of CLL 

Most cases of CLL are preceded by Monoclonal B-cell Lymphocytosis (MBL), an indolent 

expansion of B lymphocytes characterized by less than 5x10
9
 B lymphocytes/L, but with a 

typical CLL immunophenotype. MBL is detectable in approximately 3% of healthy donors 

and will progress into overt malignancy only in a minor portion of cases.
186
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1.6.1.1 CLL subtypes 

The IGHV mutational status defines subgroups of patients with CLL with distinct 

prognosis: those carrying unmutated IGHV genes (U-CLL) experienced an aggressive 

clinical course with clonal evolution and resistance to therapy, which translated into a 

shorter OS when compared with patients carrying mutated IGHV genes (M-CLL). U-CLL 

derived from antigen-experienced cells that acquire a memory phenotype in a T-, GC- 

independent fashion. Contrarily, M-CLL, with evidence of SHM, seems to derive from 

antigen-experienced post-germinal B-cell (Figure 9).
187,188

 Both CLL subtypes display a 

highly  restricted  and  biased  repertory  of  IGHV  genes  (stereotyped  BCR),
189

  

suggesting  a derivation from progenitors that are reminiscent of antigen-experienced B-

cells. These stereotyped BCR indicate that some BCR rearrangements have been 

positively selected by interactions with specific antigens, suggesting that this selection 

may be on the basis of disease development.
190

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 | A model for the cellular origin of CLL. The encounter of naive B-cells with antigen may 

proceed either through a T cell-dependent reaction occurring in the GC and leading to the generation 

of memory B-cells that have undergone somatic hypermutation of IGHV genes or in T cell-

independent immune responses that may lead to the formation of antigen-experienced B-cells 

harboring unmutated IGHV genes. CLL originating from B-cells that have experienced somatic 

hypermutation carry mutated IGHV genes and are defined as M-CLL. Conversely, CLL originating from 

B-cells that have been involved in T cell-independent immune reactions harbor germline IGHV genes 

and are defined as U-CLL. MBL: monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis. Adapted from Gaidano et al., J Clin 

Invest, 2012.191 
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1.6.1.2 Genetic alterations in CLL 

Cytogenetic alterations in CLL 

Although there is no CLL-specific genomic hallmark, more than 80% of CLL patients carry 

cytogenetic alterations at diagnosis. These genomic aberrations are important 

independent predictors of disease progression and survival. The most frequent alteration 

is the deletion 13q14 that occurs in 55% of CLL cases. This lesion may be an early event in 

the disease as it is often found as a single lesion and it is detectable at a similar frequency 

in MBL.
192

 Other recurrent cytogenetic alterations include 12 trisomy (16% of cases), 

11q22-23 deletion (18% of cases) and 17p13 deletion (6% of cases); table 5.
193

   

Deletion of the 11q22-23 region, associated to ATM inactivation, has been shown to 

promote disease progression through its functional loss in regulation of cell cycle and 

DNA damage responses.
194

 Deletion of 17p13 is associated with the inactivation of p53, 

thereby causing deregulation of apoptosis and cell cycle.
195

 

Table 5 | Recurrent cytogenetic alterations in CLL.  

Alteration Frequency (%) Biological effect 

del13q14 50-60 
Suppression of MIR15A/MIR16A that leads to alteration in 
NK-κB activity and overexpression of BCL-2196,197 

Trisomy 12 15 Associated to NOTCH1 activation198 

del11q22-q23 15 
Inactivation of ATM, promoting deregulation of cell cycle 
and DNA damage194 

del17p13 5-10 Inactivation of p53 tumor supressor195 

 

Other genetic alterations in CLL 

Genome-wide analyses have enabled the characterization of recurrent genetic lesions 

present in the CLL genome, hence providing further insights into the disease pathogenesis 

and progression (Table 6).
199

 According to these studies, the so-called “clonal” mutations 

are found in all or almost all tumor cells, and probably constitute founder alterations (e.g. 

trisomy 12, del13q14), whereas “subclonal” mutations are probably acquired over the 

course of the disease (e.g. TP53, ATM, SF3B1).
200

 

These lesions affect genes implicated in different biological pathways including: NOTCH 

signaling (NOTCH1 mutations; 10-20%),
201,202

 mRNA processing (SF3B1; 5-15%),
203-205

 

inflammatory pathways (MYD88; 3-10%),
199,203

 survival pathways (BIRC3; 4%),
206

 cell cycle 

control (TP53; 10-15%),
203,207

 telomere integrity (POT1; 3.5%)
208

 and DNA damage (ATM; 

11%).
207

 Other lower frequency mutations identified are XPO1, KLHL6, and CHD2.
199,205,209
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Table 6 | Recurrent genetic alterations in CLL.  

Gene Class/product 

TP53 Tumor protein p53 

ATM Ataxia-telangiectasia mutated 

POT1 Protein essential for telomere function 

BIRC3 Baculoviral IAP Repeat Containing 3 

SF3B1 Splicing machinery cofactor 

NOTCH1 NOTCH family member 

MYD88 Adapter protein (activation of TLR pathway) 

 

In contrast to the low number of highly recurrent gene mutations in CLL, genome-wide 

methylation studies have shown that CLL transformation is associated with a massive 

hypomethylation phenomenon frequently affecting the enhancer regions. Single genes 

with prognostic impact, such as the ZAP70 (Zeta chain of T-cell receptor Associated 

Protein Kinase 70), have been identified within this epigenetic complexity.
210-212

 The DNA 

methylation patterns have found to be different between U-CLL and M-CLL, similarly to the 

epigenetic imprints of their putative cells of origin.
212

 

1.6.2 Diagnosis 

In CLL patients, PB, BM, lymph nodes, liver, and spleen are typically infiltrated, and other 

extranodal sites may occasionally be involved. Most patients are asymptomatic, but some 

present with fatigue, autoimmune hemolytic anemia, splenomegaly, hepatomegaly, 

lymphadenopathy or extranodal infiltrates.
15

 CLL is associated with a wide range of 

infectious, autoimmune, and malignant complications. These complications result in 

considerable morbidity and mortality that can be minimized by early detection and 

aggressive management.
213

 

Morphologically, CLL cells are small mature-appearing lymphocytes with dense chromatin, 

a nucleus that virtually fills the cell with only a rim of visible cytoplasm and no (or 

occasionally small) nucleoli. In CLL, the presence of smudged cells on the blood smear is 

common and represents lymphocytes that were crushed in the process of making the 

slide. CLL cells also can appear as prolymphocytes, which are larger than typical CLL cells, 

have less-condensed nuclei and a single prominent nucleolus (Figure 10).
211,214

 

According to the International Workshop on CLL (IWCLL) 2008, CLL diagnosis requires the 

evaluation of the blood count, blood smear, and the immune phenotype (by flow cytometry 

or immunohistochemical analyses) of the circulating lymphoid cells.
214

 The lymphocyte 

count has to be of at least 5 x 10
9
 B lymphocytes/L (5000/µL) in the peripheral blood for at 

least three months and the clonality should be confirmed by flow cytometry.
13,215
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Figure 10 | Chronic lymphocytic leukemia. (A) Typical CLL B lymphocyte (B) Smudge cell (C) 

Prolymphocyte with prominent nucleolus Adapted from Kipps et al., Nat Rev Dis Primers, 2017.211 

 

CLL B-cells typically express CD5, CD19, CD23, CD79a and CD43 and have low levels of 

CD20 and CD79b and lack of expression of CD10. CLL also express CD200, which helps to 

distinguish CLL from MCL.
15

  

When such a population is detected in enlarged lymph nodes of patients without 

peripheral lymphocytes, the term small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL) is used, indicating a 

clinical variant of the same histopathological and molecular entity. In reality, the 

heterogeneity within CLL or SLL is greater than the differences between CLL and SLL.
216

 

1.6.3 Prognostic factors  

Two clinical staging systems are widely used to divide patients with CLL into three broad 

prognostic groups. The Rai staging system,
217

 more commonly used in the United States, 

and the Binet classification,
218

 more commonly used in Europe. Both staging systems 

define late-stage, or high-risk, disease by the presence of pronounced anemia or 

thrombocytopenia.
211

 These systems provide a simple inexpensive tool to identify those 

patients who are suitable for observation alone vs. those patients who require 

therapy.
217,218

  

Genetic abnormalities, biochemical abnormalities, and patient characteristics are 

prognostic factors that add information to the classic clinical staging systems.
219,220

  

IGHV mutation statues and molecular cytogenetics has remarkable impact on survival; 

hence, the distinction between M-CLL and U-CLL is clinically meaningful, while unmutated 

IGHV is a predictor of a bad prognosis.
191

 Mutations in TP53, ATM, NOTCH1, SF3B1, and 

BIRC3 are shown to have an adverse prognostic impact
219,221,222

 while patients harboring 

del13q14 as the sole genetic lesion are included in a low-risk group of patients.
223-225

  

High levels of CD49d (≥30%),
226,227

 ZAP70 (≥20%),
228

 and CD38 (≥30%),
229-231

 as well as 

high levels of serum markers like β2-microglobulin, serum thymidine kinase, and soluble 

CD23
232

 are associated with poor prognosis and a decreased response to chemotherapy.  
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Patients who are less than 65, with less comorbid conditions, show less frequent rates of 

severe infections related to the treatment.
223,233

 An international prognostic index for CLL 

(CLL-IPI) has been created to integrate the major prognostic parameters. It discriminates 

low, intermediate, high and very high-risk prognostic subgroups.
234 

1.6.4 Treatments 

1.6.4.1 Watch and wait strategy 

In general practice, newly diagnosed patients with asymptomatic early-stage disease (Rai 

0; Binet A; CLL-IPI low), should be monitored without therapy unless they have evidence of 

disease progression.
235

 Whereas patients at intermediate (Rai I and II; Binet B; CLL-IPI 

intermediate) and high risk (Rai III and IV; Binet C; CLL-IPI high) usually benefit from the 

initiation of treatment, some of these patients can be monitored without therapy until they 

have evidence for progressive or symptomatic disease.
214,234,236

 

1.6.4.2 Current standard therapy (first-line treatment) 

The initial therapeutic decision is dictated by the illness stage and the fitness of the patient 

(Table 7).
237

 The vast majority of CLL patients have an impaired physical condition (slow 

go) and may be offered a mild chemotherapy regimen containing chlorambucil for 

symptom control, but also dose-reduced fludarabine or bendamustine should be 

considered.
236

 Chlorambucil in combination with an anti-CD20 antibody (obinutuzumab, 

rituximab) seems to lead to a higher number of CRs.
238

 In the case of patients in good 

physical condition (go go), chemoimmunotherapy combination with rituximab plus 

fludarabine and cyclophosphamide (FCR) is the standard for treatment with an ORR of 

95%.
239,240

 Another possibility is the combination of bendamustine with rituximab (BR) with 

an ORR of 88%.
241

  

The presence of del17p or mutated TP53 carry a very dismal prognosis and there is no 

definitive data on the most effective first-line treatment. These patients can benefit from 

an alemtuzumab (anti-CD20)-containing regimen. Combinations of alemtuzumab with 

methylprednisolone (steroid) are amongst the most potent therapies, yielding ORR of 88% 

in previously untreated cases (all with TP53 abnormalities), with 65% of cases achieving a 

CR.
242

 More recently, novel kinase inhibitors have been approved by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) in first-line for patients 

with 17p deletion (if chemotherapy is contraindicated). The approved agents include the 

BTK inhibitor ibrutinib and the PI3Kδ inhibitor idelalisib.
243
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Table 7 | CLL first-line treatment.  

 Fitness Del17p/ p53 mut Therapy 

Rai 0-II, Binet A-B, CL-
IPI low-intermediate; 
inactive 

Irrelevant Irrelevant Watch & wait 

Rai III-V; Binet C; CLL-
IPI high; active 
disease 

Go go 

No FCR (BR above 65 years?) 

Yes 
Ibrutinib, idelalisib + rituximab 

(allogeneic SCT) 

Slow go 

No 
Chlorambucil + obinutuzumab or + 
rituximab or + ofatumab 

Yes 
Ibrutinib, alemtuzumab, HD 
rituximab or ofatumumab 

 

F, fludarabine; C, cyclophosphamide; R, rituximab; B, bendamustine; SCT, stem cell transplantation; 

HD, high dose. Adapted from Hallek M et al., Am J Hematol, 2015.235 

 

1.6.4.3 Second-line therapy  

There is no standard treatment for R/R patients and the regimen choice is mainly based 

on first-line treatment and patient fitness (Table 8).  

New therapies that have been recently approved for patients with R/R CLL include: the 

BTK inhibitor ibrutinib (ORR of 71%),
244

 the PI3Kδ inhibitor idelalisib (plus rituximab; ORR of 

81%),
245

 the human anti-CD20 ofatumumab (CLL refractory to fludarabine and 

alemtuzumab; ORR 49%),
246

 and the BCL-2 inhibitor venetoclax (for a patients harboring 

del17p who have received one prior therapy; ORR 85%).
247

 

Table 8 | CLL second-line treatment.  

 Fitness Standard therapy Alternatives (trials) 

Refractory 
or progress 
within 2 
years 

Go go 
Ibrutinib, FA, FCR,  
Allogeneic SCT (?) 

Lenalidomide, BR, (other kinase inhibitors, 
venetoclax) 

 

Slow go 

Change therapy 
(include in trial) 

Ibrutinib, idelalisib + rituximab, 
alemtuzumab for del17p, venetoclax, FCR-
lite, BR, lenalidomide, ofatumumab, HD 
rituximab 

Progress 
after 2 
years 

All 
Repeat first-line 

therapy 
 

 

F, fludarabine; A, alemtuzumab; C, cyclophosphamide; R, rituximab; SCT, stem cell transplantation; B, 

bendamustine; HD, high dose. Adapted from Hallek M et al., Am J Hematol, 2015.235 
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1.6.4.4 Novel agents 

Besides the recently approved agents, other novel exciting treatment approaches started 

being tested in the CLL field. These include second- and third-generation of BTK inhibitors, 

new PI3K inhibitors, checkpoint inhibitors, CAR-T cells, new mAbs and immunomodulatory 

drugs among others (Table 9).
211,243,248 

 

Table 9 | Novel agents under development for the treatment of CLL. 

Agent Phase %ORR Indication 

BTK inhibitors    

cc-292249 

ONO/GS-4059250 

Acalabrutinib (ACP-196)251 

I 

I 

I/II 

53% 

96% 

95% 

R/R CLL 

R/R CLL 

R/R CLL 

PI3K inhibitors    

Duvelisib (IPI-145)252 

TGR-1202253 

I/II-III* 

I 

52-55% (phase I) 

94% PR 

R/R CLL 

R/R CLL 

Checkpoint inhibitors    

Pembrolizumab (MK-3475) (anti-PD-1)254 II 
Ongoing 

(NCT02332980) 
R/R CLL 

mAbs    

Ublituximab (anti-CD20)255 

Otlertuzumab (TRU-016) (anti-CD37)256 

I/II 

Ib# 

50% 

54% 

R/R CLL 

Untreated + R/R CLL 

Immunomodulatory drugs    

Lenalidomide II† ongoing Maintenance 

CAR T-cells257,258 I 57% R/R CLL 

 

*Phase II and III trials of duvelisib alone or in combination with other agents are ongoing. 

ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers: NCT02711852, NCT02049515; # otlertuzumab + rituximab; † 

lenalidomide + rituximab as a maintenance therapy after Bendamustine + Rituximab 

chemoimmunotherapy (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT01754857).  

 

1.7 Follicular lymphoma 

FL is an indolent disease characterized by an abnormal proliferation of mature B-cells in 

the GC of lymphoid follicles.15 FL has an annual incidence of 2-3 new cases per 100,000 

people,
259

 and it affects predominantly adults, with a median age in the 6
th

 decade at 

diagnosis and a male:female ratio of 1:1.7. FL rarely occurs in individuals under age of 20 

years; pediatric patients are predominantly males.
15

  

It is generally considered incurable as the majority of patients undergoes multiple relapses 

and eventually develops resistance to standard therapies.
260

 Furthermore, around 30-40% 
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of cases progresses towards histologic transformation to an aggressive malignancy, 

typically represented by DLBCL.
261,262

 

1.7.1 Origin and physiopathology of FL 

FL derives from the clonal expansion of multiple follicles containing apparently intact GCs 

with active SHM activity.
8,263

 The observations that the neoplastic cells are organized in 

follicles, express GC surface markers and have a characteristic gene expression profile of 

GC B-cells, all suggest the GC B-cell origin of these tumors.
263-265

  

The t(14;18)(q32;q21) translocation can be detected by FISH in 85% of all cases, and 

results in overexpression of anti-apoptotic BCL-2, considered a molecular hallmark of the 

disease.
15,266

 It occurs due to a repair error during the V(D)J recombination process, at an 

early B-cell developmental stage in the BM.
267

 Naive B-cells carrying the t(14;18) exit the 

BM and colonize secondary lymphoid tissue, where they undergo the GC reaction, but have 

a survival advantage due to their constitutive expression of BCL-2, which is not normally 

expressed in the GC.
268

 BCL-2 may also rescue these cells from apoptosis due to weak 

BCR affinity.
269

 Although BCL-2 provides a survival advantage that favors the acquisition of 

additional genetic aberrations during repeated GC transits,
270

 BCL-2 overexpression is 

insufficient to induce lymphomagenesis as B-cells beating t(14;18) have been detected in 

the blood of healthy individuals, suggesting that these cells may selectively accumulate 

additional damage(s).
269,271

  

Despite the loss of one Ig allele by the t(14;18) translocation, surface immunoglobulin (sIg) 

is retained. The variable region genes of this sIg carry sequence motifs for N-glycan 

additions that are introduced during SHM.
272,273

 Oligomannose sugars are covalently 

bound within the antigen-binding region, suggesting a potentially important interaction of 

FL cells with mannose-binding lectins of the tumor microenvironment,
274

 allowing FL cells 

to receive a constitutive antigen-independent stimulation through their BCR that activate 

survival and proliferation pathways.
275-277

  

1.7.1.1 Genetic alterations in FL 

Chromosomal alterations in FL 

Apart from the t(14;18)(q32;q21) translocation, the most common chromosomal 

aberrations in FL include non-random losses of 6q (25-30%) and 1p36 (20-25%), as well as 

gains of 7 (~25%), X, 12q and 18q chromosomes.
278-281

 These aberrations can constitute 

the most common distinct events arising secondary to t(14;18) in the early development of 

the FL.
266,282

  

One of the most frequent secondary genetic abnormalities in FL are 6q deletions, which 

entails the loss of TNFAIP3/A20, a negative regulator of NF-κB signaling, as well as the 

receptor tyrosine kinase EPHA7, a potential tumor suppressors in FL.
281,283
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Other genetic alterations  

GC-derived lymphomas are characterized by frequent mutations of histone-modifying 

genes.
22,266

 In FL in particular, recurrent mutations have been reported in the histone 

methyltransferases KMT2D, that encodes for MLL2 protein (82-89%)
260,284

 and EZH2 (7.2-

27%),
29,285

 the histone acetylases CREBBP (32.6%),
22

 EP300 (8.7%),
22

 and MEF2B 

(15.3%),
284

 as well as the epigenetic regulator ARID1A (11%).
286

 The high recurrence of 

these mutations illustrates that FL is likely a disease of the epigenome as well as the 

genome.
287

 A negative regulator of NF-κB signaling, TNFRSF14, inactivation is found in 18-

46% of FL cases. This inactivation can be due to 1p36 deletions or by somatic mutations, 

and is considered as a significant predictor of poor OS.
288,289

 Other recurrent genetic 

aberrations include TP53 mutations (<5% of cases) and BCL6 translocation or deletion 

(39% of cases), both associated with the histologic transformation of FL. All these genetic 

alterations are summarized in table 10. 

Table 10 | Recurrent genetic alterations in FL.  

Gene Class/product 

BCL2 B-cell lymphoma 2 

KMT2D Mixed-lineage leukemia protein 2 

IGHV/IGLV N-glycosylation motifs 

EPHA7 EPH Receptor A7 

BCL6 B-cell lymphoma 6 

TNFRSF14 TNF receptor superfamily member 14 

CREBBP CREB-binding protein 

MEF2B Myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2B 

EP300 Histone acetyltransferase p300 

EZH2 Enhancer of Zeste Homolog 2 

ARID1A AT-Rich Interaction Domain 1A 

TNFAIP3/A20 Negative regulator of NF-κB signaling 

TP53 Tumor protein p53 

 

Adapted from Kridel R et al., J Clin Invest et al., 2012266 and Kishimoto W et al., J Clin Exp Hematop, 

2014290 

 

1.7.2 Diagnosis 

Patients with FL typically exhibit superficial lymph nodes of small to medium size, 

sometimes unnoticed or neglected by the patients for a prolonged period of time. Apart of 

the lymph nodes, FL also involves spleen, BM, PB, and Waldeyer ring. Involvement of non-

hematopoietic extranodal sites may occur in a setting of widespread nodal disease.
15
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Most cases of FL have a predominantly follicular pattern with closely packed follicles that 

efface the nodal architecture. FL is typically composed of the two types of B-cells normally 

found in GC, centrocytes and centroblasts, and meshworks of follicular dendritic cells 

(FDCs) are present in follicular areas.
15

  

Grading of lymph node biopsies is carried out according to the number of blasts/high-

power field into grades 1, 2, 3A and 3B (Figure 11).
291

 FL grade 3B, which resembles 

DLBCL in many features,
292,293

 is considered an aggressive lymphoma, whereas grades 1, 

2 and 3A should be treated as an indolent disease.
294

 Mitotic counting following 

phosphohistone H3 immunohistochemistry correlates well with centroblast-based grading 

and offers a reliable quantification tool that can be recommended as an additional 

parameter for the precise sub-categorization of FL cases.
295

 

 

 

Figure 11 | Follicular lymphoma grading. (A) Grade 1-2 of 3. There is a monotonous population of 

small cells with irregular nuclei (centrocytes) with only rare large cells (centroblasts) with 1 or more 

basophilic nucleoli and a moderate amount of cytoplasm. Most of the large nuclei present in this field 

are those of FDCs (red arrows). (B) Grade 1-2 of 3. The majority of the cells are centrocytes, but more 

numerous centroblasts are present (green arrows). (C) Grade 3A. There are more than 15 

centroblasts per high-power field, but centrocytes are still present. (D) Grade 3B. The majority of the 

cells are centroblasts. Adapted from Swerdlow et al., WHO Classification of Tumors, 2008.15  

 

Since treatment largely depends on the stage of the disease, initial staging should be 

thorough. The staging is carried out according to the Ann Arbor classification system,
44

 

with mention of bulky disease (>7 cm) when appropriate.
291

 

Diagnosis of FL is primarily based on a combination of physical examination, laboratory 

tests, serology, imaging, BM aspirate and biopsy, and toxicity evaluations.
291

 

The immunophenotypic analysis of the cells can be used to confirm the diagnosis of FL. 

FL cells are usually sIg+ and express B-cell associated antigens, such as CD20, CD19, 
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CD22, and CD79a. Most cases are positive for the GC antigen CD10 and are negative for 

CD5 and CD43. Staining for FDC (CD21/CD23) may be necessary to distinguish between 

large follicles and diffuse areas.
15

  

In addition, evaluation of BCL2 gene rearrangement by FISH may assist in establishing a 

diagnosis of FL. BCL2 translocation is neither necessary nor sufficient for diagnosis, as it 

is absent in 15% of FLs and present in about 10-15% of GCB-type DLBCLs.
20,266,296

 Many 

grade 3B FL lack t(14;18)(q32;q21) and CD10 expression, but present BCL6 translocation 

and increased p53 and MUM1/IRF4 expression, corresponding to a more aggressive 

phenotype.
292

  

1.7.3 FL transformation 

FL undergoes histologic transformation to a more aggressive malignancy, typically DLBCL, 

in around 30-40% of cases.
261,262

 Transformed FL is a distinct disease that harbors unique 

combinations of oncogenic and tumor suppressor lesions compared to de novo DLBCL.
262

  

The gold standard definition of higher-grade transformation is based on the histological 

demonstration of an increased proportion of large cells diffusely infiltrating the lymph 

nodes and effacement of the normal follicular architecture. It may be localized with 

persistence of a follicular pattern of proliferation in other lymph nodes.
259

 

Discrete transformation-associated genetic alterations have been described involving 

genes implicated in cell cycle regulation, DNA damage response and proliferation (MYC, 

CDKN2A, TP53, MYD88, CARD11, FOXO1) and in immune evasion (B2M).
260,262,297-299

 

Together with this loss of genetic stability and deregulated proliferation, an increase in 

DNA methylation and a number of tumor microenvironment changes contribute to this 

progression.
262,300

 

1.7.4 Prognostic factors  

FL is a biologically heterogeneous disease, and the prognosis varies widely among 

individuals. It is important to determine factors associated with response to treatment and 

survival in order to guide treatment selection.
301

 

In 2004, the Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index (FLIPI) was developed. 

The index was based on age, stage, hemoglobin, the number of nodal site areas, and 

LDH.
302

 Despite a widely accepted tool for risk assessment of FL, it was been built before 

the rituximab era and the initial cohort does not represent the present course of the 

disease. A new prognostic index, FLIPI-2, incorporates ages over 60, lymph node size 

larger than 6 cm, BM involvement, elevated β2-microglobulin and anemia as independent 

risk factors for progression-free survival (PFS).
303

 More recently, a new clinic-genetic risk 

model (termed m7-FLIPI) has been established. It includes the mutation status of seven 
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genes (EZH2, ARID1A, MEF2B, EP300, FOXO1, CREBBP, and CARD11), the FLIPI, and ECOG 

performance status (Table 4).
304

 

1.7.5 Treatments 

Although FL is considered incurable with standard chemotherapy, advances in treatment 

and our understanding of its biology have improved disease management and clinical 

outcomes. Treatment for FL varies among individuals depending on the symptomatology, 

the aggressiveness of the tumor, and general health (Figure 14).
305

  

1.7.5.1 Watch and wait strategy 

Asymptomatic, low-tumor-burden patients may be candidates for a strategy of watch and 

wait.
306

 One randomized clinical trial compared single-agent rituximab to wait and watch 

and found that despite both groups of patients had the same OS, some benefits are 

associated with immediate rituximab therapy, such as improved PFS and a longer time to 

first chemotherapy, as well as a quality-of-life benefit in a subset of patients with particular 

difficulty adjusting to their diagnosis.
307

 

When FL is localized to one area, it is important to distinguish between FL In Situ (FLIS) 

and Partial involvement FL (PFL). FLIS has a very low rate of progression to clinically 

significant FL, and conservative management (watch and wait) is advisable in cases where 

initial staging is negative for other sites of disease, whereas PFL patients are more likely to 

develop FL and local radiotherapy or rituximab monotherapy may be given.
291,305,308,309

 

1.7.5.2 Current standard therapy (first-line treatment) 

The majority of FL patients show advanced and symptomatic disease at diagnosis and, 

therefore, need therapy.  

The addition of rituximab to conventional chemotherapy has improved outcomes in FL, 

including RR, PFS, event-free survival, and OS. The standard first-line treatment is 

rituximab in combination with chemotherapy,
291

 being R-CHOP the most widely adopted 

regimen, with an ORR of 93%. Other combinations are R-CVP (rituximab plus 

cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and prednisone), with an ORR of 88%, R-FM (rituximab plus 

fludarabine and mitoxantrone) with an ORR of 91%.
310

  BR (bendamustine plus rituximab) 

with an ORR of 93%, has gained widespread adoption as the preferred first-line treatment 

approach because of increased progression-free survival and fewer toxic effects than R-

CHOP.
311

 

A novel strategy, combining the immunomodulatory agent lenalidomide with rituximab, 

has an ORR of 98%. An international phase 3 study (NCT01476787) to compare this 

regimen with chemotherapy in patients with untreated FL is in progress.
312
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Rituximab maintenance improves PFS.
313,314

 Another option for consolidation therapy is 

RadioImmunoTherapy, which consists in a combination of CD20 mAb with a radioactive 

isotope. The most widely used is 
90

Y-ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin®).
315,316

  

1.7.5.3 Second-line therapy 

Remission may last for several years, but the disease does return in most patients. For 

those patients with R/R FL, second-line therapies are often successful in providing another 

remission. 

In early relapses (<12-24 months), a non-cross-resistant scheme should be preferred 

(bendamustine after CHOP or vice versa). Other options, including fludarabine-based, 

platinum salts-based or alkylating agents-based regimens, could also be useful. Rituximab 

monotherapy may be applied in symptomatic patients with low tumor burden.
291

 

Obinutuzumab plus bendamustine followed by obinutuzumab maintenance has improved 

outcome in rituximab-refractory patients.
317

 Zevalin® also may represent an effective 

therapeutic approach, producing durable responses and prolonged OS (53% at 5 years).
318

 

In later relapses, the PI3Kδ inhibitor idelalisib has been registered in double-refractory FL, 

based on a phase II study, where it has an ORR of 57% and a median PFS of 11 months.
319

 

Recent analyses suggest an increased mortality risk as a consequence of pulmonary 

morbidity, so appropriate prophylaxis is strongly recommended.
320,321

 In selected younger 

patients with later relapses of high-risk profiles, autologous or allogeneic SCT may also be 

considered.
322

 

In the case of transformed FL, there is no standard treatment. Usually, this entity is treated 

by analogy with the treatment of R/R DLBCL.
261

 The advent of rituximab has improved the 

outcome of this group of patients.
323

 

1.7.5.4 Novel agents 

With the expanding knowledge of the pathogenesis of B-cell malignancies, in the last few 

years, several new therapies acting through a variety of mechanisms have shown 

promising results, including BTK inhibitors, BCL-2 inhibitors, PI3K inhibitors, EZH2 

inhibitors, checkpoint inhibitors, and new mAbs among others.
324-326

 Some of them are 

actually being studied on FL (Table 11). 
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Table 11 | Novel agent studies in FL.  

Agent Phase %ORR Indication 

BTK inhibitors     

Ibrutinib327 I/Ib 90 R/R NHL 

BCL-2 inhibitors    

Venetoclax176 I 38 R/R FL 

PI3K inhibitors    

Copanlisib328 

Duvelisib329 

Duvelisib330 

II 

I 

II 

47 

65-73 

41 

R/R FL 

R/R FL 

R/R NHL 

EZH2 inhibitors    

Tazemetostat331 I N/A R/R FL 

Checkpoint inhibitors    

Pidiluzumab + rituximab332 

Nivolumab333 

II 

I 

66 

40 

R/R FL 

R/R FL 

mAbs    

Epratuzumab + rituximab334 

Blinatumumab335 

Ofatumumab + CHOP336 

Ofatumumab337 

Obinutuzumab338 

II 

I 

II 

III 

II 

88 

80 

100 

10 

55 

Untreated FL 

R/R FL 

Untreated FL 

R/R FL 

R/R NHL 

immunomodulatory drugs    

lenalidomide339 II 53 R/R FL 

CAR T-cells340,341 I N/A R/R FL 

 

 

2. TARGETING SIGNALING PATHWAYS IN LYMPHOID NEOPLASMS 

2.1 BCR signaling pathway 

2.1.1 B-cell receptor (BCR) signaling  

Despite accumulating mutations and translocations in the IGHV locus, malignant B-cells 

typically maintain expression of the BCR on the cell surface, suggesting that they may 

utilize the ability of the BCR to engage downstream proliferation and survival pathways.
7
 B-

cells require an intact BCR for survival and its depletion leads to rapid cell death.
342

 

The BCR is composed of two Ig HC and two Ig LC forming the extracellular, antigen-

binding part of the BCR. The BCR itself does not contain any signaling motifs but instead is 

linked to the CD79a-CD79b (Igα and Igβ, respectively) heterodimer, conforming the 
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cytoplasmatic tail of the BCR, which have immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation 

motifs (ITAMs) and regulate BCR surface expression, internalization, and trafficking. Upon 

antigen encounter and BCR clustering, CD79a and CD79b are phosphorylated by an SRC 

family protein tyrosine kinase, most probably LYN, in their ITAMs. Dually phosphorylated 

ITAMS recruit and activates SYK.
7
 In parallel, LYN phosphorylates tyrosine residues in the 

cytoplasmic tail of the BCR co-receptor CD19, which enables the activation of PI3K and 

VAV.
343

 PI3K phosphorylates PIP2 to PIP3, which promotes the recruitment of several 

molecules, including SRC protein kinase BTK, to the cell membrane. BTK recruits and 

phosphorylates BLNK, which serves as a scaffold for various signaling molecules, 

including SYK, BTK and its crucial substrate phospholipase C- γ2 (PLCγ2). PLCγ2 mediates  

 

Figure 12 | B-cell antigen receptor signal transduction. After antigen ligation, LYN, SYK, and BTK are 

activated. B-cell adaptors such as BLNK fine-tune BCR signals by efficiently connecting the kinases 

with the effectors. Activation of PLCγ2 leads to the release of intracellular Ca2+ and activation of 

protein kinase C (PKC); both of which are crucial for the activation of MAPK, such as ERK and 

transcription factors, including NF-κB and NFAT. Adapted from Herrera and Jacobsen, Clin Cancer 

Res, 2014.344 
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activation of the transcription factors NFAT (nuclear factor of activated T-cells) and NF-κB, 

as well as of mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) ERK1 or ERK2, which promote 

proliferation and survival of normal and malignant B-cells
345

 (Figure 12). BTK activation 

can be regulated by the phosphatases PTEN and SHIP1, which dephosphorylate PIP3 and 

thereby inhibit BTK membrane association.
343,346

  

There are two main models of BCR signaling: the tonic and the chronic signaling. The tonic 

signaling does not require antigen engagement, activates the PI3K pathway and it is 

essential for the survival of mature B cells.
347

 The chronic active signaling is promoted by 

clustering of the BCR and results in the activation of multiple downstream pathways, 

including MAPK, PI3K, and NF-κB via the CBM complex, a signaling hub consisting of 

CARD11, BCL10, MALT1, and other proteins.
7
 

2.1.1.1 Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) 

BTK belongs to the TEC kinase family and is expressed in most cells of the hematopoietic 

system, especially in B-cells, myeloid cells, and platelets, but not in T lymphocytes 

and plasma cells, in which the transcript levels are selectively downregulated.
348,349

 BTK is 

a key component of BCR signaling that regulates B-cell proliferation and survival, having a 

crucial role in B-cell malignancies.
343

  

BTK activation is initiated by cell membrane association and phosphorylation of Y551 in 

the kinase domain, either by an SRC family kinase or by spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK).
350

 

These events promote the catalytic activity of BTK and results in its autophosphorylation 

at position Y223.
343

 Upon BCR stimulation, mature B-cells increase BTK levels.
351

  

Apart from the role of BTK in BCR signaling, in B-cells, BTK participates in multiple 

pathways, including chemokine receptor and TLR signaling. 

BTK and chemokine receptor signaling. BTK is involved in chemokine receptor pathways 

that are essential for B-cell trafficking, tissue homing and homeostasis. BTK is a key 

signaling molecule for the chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CXCR5. CXC-chemokine 

ligand 12 (CXCL12; also known as SDF1), which is highly expressed by stromal cells in the 

BM and in GC, induces BTK activation.
352

 

BTK and TLR signaling. TLR signaling induces the downstream transcription factors NF-κB, 

activator protein 1 (AP1) and interferon regulatory factor 3 (IRF3), which, in B-cells, results 

in upregulation of activation markers, proliferation, antibody secretion, CSR and the 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Upon activation, most TLRs recruit MYD88. 

BTK can directly interact with cytoplasmic Toll/IL-1 receptor (TIR) domains of most TLRs, 

as well as with downstream adaptors such as MYD88.
353,354

  

Overall, BTK activity is crucial for the survival or proliferation of malignant B-cells, either in 

a B-cell-intrinsic manner or in the context of the tumor microenvironment.
343
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2.1.1.2 Spleen tyrosine kinase (SYK)  

SYK (Spleen Tyrosine Kinase) belongs to the SYK family of cytoplasmic non-receptor 

tyrosine kinases and plays a critical role in transmitting signals from a variety of cell 

surface receptors, including the BCR, Fc receptors, T-cell receptor, and integrins, to 

downstream signaling events.
355,356

 Although SYK is primarily expressed in hematopoietic 

tissues, SYK is also expressed in a variety of non-hematopoietic cells including epithelial 

and endothelial cells.
357

 Mammals also express a SYK homolog, ZAP70, which is mostly 

restricted to T- and NK-lineage cells.
358

 

Apart from its role in adaptive immune receptor signaling, SYK also mediates other 

biological functions including cellular adhesion, innate immune recognition, osteoclast 

maturation, platelet activation, and vascular development.
359,360

  

2.1.1.3 Tyrosine-protein kinase LYN 

The SRC family of protein tyrosine kinases (SFKs) regulates fundamental cellular 

processes, including cell growth, differentiation, cell shape, migration, and survival.
361 

LYN 

is a member of the SRC family of intracellular membrane-associated tyrosine kinases. 

While LYN was originally identified in hematopoietic cells, it is expressed in many tissues 

such as prostate, colon, breast, and brain (neuronal/astrocytes).
362-366

 It is involved in the 

transmission of signals from a number of receptors including BCR,
367

 GM-CSF-receptor,
368

 

c-kit (stem cell factor receptor),
369

 Fc,
370

 as well as, integrins.
371

 LYN has a dual role by 

both activating and inhibiting signaling pathways and, consequently, it is aptly described 

as a signaling modulator.
368

 In the case of BCR signaling, LYN not only phosphorylates 

(and thereby activates) SYK, but it also activates phosphatases that in turn inhibit signal 

transduction through the BCR.
372

 

It is clear that LYN has important functions in numerous hematopoietic cell types, from 

early stem/progenitors
369

 through to multiple lineages of the lymphoid system (e.g. B-cell) 

and the myeloid system (e.g. macrophages, erythroid cells, platelets, mast cells, 

eosinophils). Interestingly, while LYN is not expressed in T-cells, it can have a significant 

impact upon T-cell function through modulating signaling in cells that interact with T-

cells.
373

  

2.1.2 BCR signaling in B-cell malignancies  

Due to the key role of the BCR signaling in the development and maturation of normal B-

cells, its deregulation is involved in various lymphoma subtypes, promoting B-cell growth 

and survival. Actually, in several B-cell malignancies, activating mutations in signal 

transduction components of the BCR pathway have been identified.
374

  

Different ways of BCR stimulation have been identified in lymphoma. BCR self-reactivity 

with auto-antigens has been described in CLL and MCL, where cells use a restricted 
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repertory of IGHV genes, and in some cases express virtually identical BCRs; so-called 

“stereotyped BCRs”.
189,375,376

 In FL, the positive selection of N-glycosylation in the IGHV 

region is related with an antigen-independent stimulation of BCR, engaged by   

lectins,
272,273

 suggesting an important interaction of FL cells with the tumor 

microenvironment.
274

 

BCRs can be activated through extrinsic signaling but also through intrinsic signaling due 

to acquired mutations. Some of the aggressive lymphomas harbor genetic mutations that 

amplify external BCR signals (such as mutations in CD79b) or that provide autonomy from 

these external signals (such as mutations in CARD11) giving rise to chronic NF-κB 

activation.
79

  

Of note, despite BCRs switching from IgM to IgG in the GC, many lymphomas derived from 

GC cells keep using IgM. This could be explained by the distinct signaling outputs of these 

two Ig subtypes. IgM-BCR signaling promotes the survival and proliferation of B-cells by 

activating many pathways, including NF-κB, whereas IgG-BCR signaling favors 

plasmacytic differentiation through the activation of ERK and MAPK pathways.
377,378

 

2.1.2.1 BCR signaling in DLBCL 

ABC subtype of DLBCL relies on the NF-κB pathway for survival, and has chronic active 

BCR signaling, depending on CARD11.
79,379

 Mutations in members of BCR signaling 

(CARD11, CD79A/B) and the NF-κB pathway (MYD88) are classically found in this 

subtype.
380

 BTK links BCR activity to NF-κB and is essential for the survival of ABC lines 

with chronic active BCR signaling.
79

 

On the other hand, GCB-DLBCL utilizes the tonic, antigen-independent type of BCR 

signaling, which is transmitted via SYK and serves principally to activate the PI3K/AKT 

signaling pathway.
381

 

2.1.2.2 BCR signaling in MCL  

MCL is characterized by a highly distinctive IGHV gene repertory and with a biased BCR, 

suggesting a crucial role for antigenic selection in the pathogenesis of at least a subset of 

MCL.
375

 A pro-survival role of BCR signaling is suggested by the observation of constitutive 

phosphorylation of different kinases of this pathway, including LYN, SYK, and PKCβ in a 

limited panel of patients.
382,383

 Furthermore, MCL cells show constitutive activation of 

NF-κB and AKT, which might reflect BCR or TLR signaling.
384,385

 In addition, BTK is strongly 

expressed in MCL,
386

 and increased BTK autophosphorylation at Y223 was observed in 

unstimulated primary MCL cells.
387
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2.1.2.3 BCR signaling in CLL 

BCR signaling plays an important pathogenic role in CLL.
388

 CLL cells have elevated basal 

levels for the phosphorylated forms of BCR proximal kinases such as LYN, SYK 
385

 and 

PI3K.
389

 Inhibition of both SYK
390

 and PI3K
391

 pathway prevents CLL cells from interacting 

with the microenvironment, and inhibition of LYN
392

, SYK
390

 and PI3K
391

 all promote pro-

apoptotic signals. BTK protein and mRNA are significantly overexpressed in CLL 

compared with normal B-cells. Although BTK is not always constitutively active in CLL 

cells, activation of these cells through BCR or CD40 ligands is accompanied by 

phosphorylation of BTK and effective activation of this pathway.
393

 Cells with increased 

ZAP70 expression and carrying unmutated IVGH genes have generally enhanced BCR 

signaling.
393

 Accordingly, U-CLL cells may be continuously stimulated in vivo by antigen, 

giving rise to a gene expression profile that is reminiscent of BCR signaling.
394

 U-CLL BCRs 

are polyreactive and mostly recognizes autoantigens and other environmental antigens, 

while BCRs from M-CLL cells bind to a restricted set of more specific antigens.
395

 In 

addition to the chronic active BCR signaling responses, CLL-BCRs induce antigen-

independent autonomous signaling due to self-recognition of epitopes within the BCR. 

This cell-autonomous signaling may further potentiate the basal activity of CLL BCRs.
396

 

2.1.2.4 BCR signaling in FL 

As described before, FL cells may engage an unusual form of BCR signaling due to the 

frequent introduction of N-glycan motifs to the BCR during SHM. This BCR modification 

allows the interaction of FL BCR with mannose-binding lectins present on stromal cells in 

the tumor microenvironment, thereby crosslinking the BCR and initiating its signaling on 

FL cells.
275,276

 Moreover, about 25% of FL BCRs were shown to exhibit some autoreactivity, 

despite ongoing SHM, contributing to their pathway activation.
397

  

2.1.3 BCR inhibitors 

Many lymphoma subtypes subvert BCR signaling to their malignant purpose, suggesting 

that pharmacological inhibition of this pathway holds promise in these cancers. Correct 

deployment of these inhibitors will require a careful understanding of the type of BCR 

signaling that is used in each lymphoma subtype. For example, chronic active BCR 

signaling in ABC DLBCL engages the SRC-family kinases SYK and BTK to activate 

downstream NF-κB and PI3K pro-survival pathways. In contrast, lymphomas that rely 

upon tonic BCR signaling, such as BL, depend upon SRC-family kinases and SYK to 

activate the PI3K pathway, but BTK and the NF‑κB pathway are dispensable.
377

 

Recent advances in the development of small molecule inhibitors of tyrosine kinases has 

resulted in great success in treating particular neoplasms and the therapeutic advantages 
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of these reagents is illustrated by the enormous success of imatinib mesylate (Gleevec, 

STI571)
398

 and dasatinib for the treatment of chronic myeloid leukemia.
399,400

 

2.1.3.1 BTK inhibitors 

The fact that BTK is a crucial effector molecule for B-cell development and plays a major 

role in lymphomagenesis, makes this protein an interesting therapeutic target. However, 

we have seen that BTK is not only involved in BCR signaling, since BTK inhibition can also 

affect TLR signaling, B-cell adhesion and migration, and cells in the tumor 

microenvironment.
377

 

Ibrutinib 

Ibrutinib (Imbruvica®; PCI-32765; Pharmacyclics Inc. and Janssen Biotech, Inc.) is an 

orally active small molecule which binds irreversibly to the cysteine residue (C481) at the 

phosphorylation site of BTK, leading to irreversible inactivation and disruption of the 

signaling pathway from the BCR to the nucleus.
144

 Apart of C481 in BTK, a small subset of 

tyrosine kinases in the human genome is thought to be susceptible to irreversible and 

durable inhibition by ibrutinib. These kinases include EGFR, HER2, HER4, ITK, BMX, JAK3, 

TEC, and BLK.
401

 Treatment-specific side effects such as bleeding and atrial fibrillation 

may, at least partly, be related to off-target inhibition of non-BTK kinases.
402

 

Ibrutinib has gained approval for the treatment of R/R patients with CLL, MCL, and 

Walderström macroglobulinemia (WM), and also for first-line therapy in patients with 

del17p CLL. Ibrutinib has also been studied in other lymphoid malignancies, such as R/R 

FL and DLBCL,
327,403

 and is under evaluation in combination therapies.
402

  

Ibrutinib is given orally once-per-day on a continuous schedule until progression or 

toxicity.
403

 Ibrutinib is rapidly absorbed and eliminated after oral administration but BTK 

remains covalently bound to ibrutinib for at least 24 hours.
401

 In clinical trials, it has been 

well tolerated and has demonstrated profound antitumor activity, inducing redistribution of 

malignant B-cells from the tissue compartments into the peripheral blood, along with 

resolution of enlarged lymph nodes and a surge in lymphocytosis.
401,404,405

 Ibrutinib has 

direct effects on malignant B-cells. However, the effects of ibrutinib on the tumor 

microenvironment are also important as the molecular targets of ibrutinib are not 

restricted to B-cell compartment, but regulate key functions in other cellular elements such 

as NK, T-cells and macrophages.
406

 

Resistance development is one of the factors that limit the use of ibrutinib. Few patients 

with CLL have had a relapse on ibrutinib,
407

 but approximately one-third of patients with 

MCL do not respond to ibrutinib and many others eventually develop resistance to 

therapy.
408-410

 Those who progress on ibrutinib tend to have poor outcomes with clinically 

aggressive disease and very short survival.
168,411
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In both MCL and CLL patients, a cysteine-to-serine missense mutation at BTK C481 

(BTK
C481S

) has been identified at relapse after durable response.
407,412,413

 This mutation 

prevents irreversible binding of ibrutinib to BTK and results in a reduced degree of BCR 

signaling-inhibition. In addition to BTK
C481S

, PLCγ2 mutations have been identified in 

patients with acquired resistance to ibrutinib. These PLCγ2 mutations are believed to be 

gain-of-function mutations that confer resistance to ibrutinib by allowing BCR-mediated 

activation that is independent of BTK.
407,412,414

 

The absence of both BTK or PLCγ2 mutations in MCL and CLL patients with primary 

resistance or a transient response to ibrutini, suggest alternative mechanisms contributing 

to primary or rapid resistance to this drug. Recent studies have described alternative 

mechanisms involving sustained distal BCR signaling, specifically PI3K-AKT 

activation.
412,415

 Furthermore, ibrutinib resistance in MCL may depend on downstream 

components of the BCR pathway such as ERK or AKT,
408

 as well as on the alternative NF-

κB signaling pathway, not mediated by BTK.
416

  

Acalabrutinib 

Acalabrutinib (ACP-196; AstraZeneca) is a novel irreversible second generation BTK 

inhibitor, more potent and selective than ibrutinib, with reduced off-target side 

effects.
251,417

 In CLL mouse models, acalabrutinib significantly reduced tumor burden and 

increased survival.
367

 In R/R CLL patients, including those with 17p deletion, acalabrutinib 

has shown promising safety and efficacy profiles (ORR of 95%).
251

 At this time, a phase III 

study (NCT02477696) has commenced in which acalabrutinib is being compared with 

ibrutinib in high-risk patients with relapsed CLL. In addition, studies in treatment-naïve CLL 

are also being done,
417

 as well as in patients with Richter syndrome (NCT02362035) and in 

MCL (NCT02213926).
418

  

CC-292 

Spebrutinib (CC-292; Celgene) is another covalent irreversible BTK inhibitor that binds BTK 

cysteine 481 with high specificity and effectively inhibits constitutive and induced BTK and 

PLCγ2 phosphorylation.
419

 Recently, the results of a phase I study of CC-292 in patients 

with R/R CLL, B-NHL and WM were reported.
249

  

CC-292 is well tolerated as a daily oral monotherapy. Administrated as single-agent, it 

achieved high BTK receptor occupancy, and resulted in dose-dependent responses in R/R 

CLL patients, including those with high-risk cytogenetic features (ORR of 53% in patients 

receiving twice-daily dosing).
249

 However, its clinical activity (in particular, durability of 

response) was inferior to that of ibrutinib or acalabrutinib.
251,405
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ONO/GS-4059 

Tirabrutinib (ONO/GS-4059; ONO and Gilead) is a potent and selective oral BTK inhibitor. 

As monotherapy, ONO/GS-4059 showed response in CLL (ORR of 92%), MCL (ORR of 92%) 

and in DLBCL (ORR of 35%), with no significant toxicities.
250

 A long-term extension study 

(NCT02457559) did not reveal new safety or toxicity concerns.
420

 Additionally, a clinical 

trial is currently underway to evaluate the combination of PI3Kδ inhibitor idelalisib and 

ONO/GS-4059 in R/R B-cell malignancies (NCT02457598).
421

 

2.1.3.2 SYK inhibitors 

SYK is recognized as a critical element in the BCR signaling pathway and it is also a key 

component in signal transduction from other immune receptors, such as Fc receptors and 

adhesion receptors. Several SYK inhibitors including fostamatinib (R788), entospletinib 

(GS-9973), cerdulatinib (PRT062070), and TAK-659 are being assessed in clinical trials.
422

 

Fostamatinib 

Fostamatinib (R788; Rigel Pharmaceuticals) is the first oral SYK inhibitor that can 

selectively abrogate the BCR signaling pathway and has potent anti-inflammatory 

effects.
423

 In a murine model of CLL, fostamatinib was found to induce an early and 

transient mobilization of both normal and malignant B-cells, but selectively inhibited the 

growth of the malignant B-cell population.
424

 Fostamatinib has been tested in a phase I/II 

study in patients with R/R B-cell lymphomas, with an ORR of 3-22% for DLBCL, 10% for FL, 

55% for CLL, and 11% for MCL.
425,426

 

2.2 PI3K/AKT signaling pathway 

Sometimes considered as part of the BCR pathway, the PI3K signaling pathway is involved 

in a wide variety of essential cellular processes, such as proliferation, growth, apoptosis 

and cytoskeletal rearrangement. Elevated PI3K signaling can contribute to tumorigenesis 

and is a hallmark of human cancer.
427,428

 

Human cells express three classes of PI3K enzymes. The most important in cancer is the 

class I, which involves p85 regulatory subunit and four catalytic isoforms (p110α, β, δ, and 

γ). The p110α and p110β proteins are expressed ubiquitously, whereas expression of 

p110δ and p110γ is enriched in immune cells.
427

 

Activation of class I PI3Ks occurs through multiple upstream pathways such as receptor-

coupled tyrosine kinase activities and BCR stimulation. PIP3 is rapidly metabolized by lipid 

phosphatases, including the tumor suppressor PTEN. Once activated, PI3K 

phosphorylates PIP2 to PIP3 which acts as a second messenger to recruit cytoplasmic 

proteins to the plasma membrane or endomembrane.
427
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One of the PI3K effectors is AKT/PKB. PDK1 (Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Kinase, isozyme 1) 

is recruited by PIP3 and phosphorylates and activates AKT. AKT, in turn, phosphorylates 

many substrates involved in cell proliferation, metabolism, survival, and motility, such as 

MDM2, BAD, FOXO1 or GSK3β.
428,429

  AKT can exert a positive effect on NF-κB function by 

phosphorylation of IκB kinase (IKK); a kinase that induces degradation of the NF-κB 

inhibitor IκB3 (Figure 13).
428

  

Below AKT, mTOR (mechanistic Target of Rapamycin) is another PI3K effector. This 

serine-threonine kinase forms two cellular complexes known as mTORC1 and mTORC2. 

mTORC1 phosphorylates numerous substrates that promote anabolic metabolism to 

support cell growth and proliferation, and mTORC2 phosphorylates AKT and is also 

involved in regulation of the cytoskeleton.
427,430

  

 

 

Figure 13 | PI3K/AKT signaling pathway. Upon pathway activation, PI3K catalyzes the production of 

PIP3, which serves as a second messenger to activate AKT. AKT mediates the activation (i.e. MDM2, 

NF-κB) and inhibition (i.e. GSK3β, BAD, FOXO1) of several targets, resulting in cell proliferation, 

metabolism, survival, growth, and motility. Moreover, mTORC1 is indirectly activated by AKT and 

mTORC2 directly phosphorylates AKT increasing its activity. BCR: B-cell receptor; TCR: T-cell receptor; 

RTK: receptor tyrosine kinase. Adapted from Vivanco et al., Nat Rev Cancer, 2002.428 

 

2.2.1 PI3K inhibitors 

The recognition that PI3K signaling is aberrantly activated in the majority of human 

cancers, spurred expectations that PI3K pathway inhibitors would spawn a major 

paradigm shift in cancer therapy.  

There are two categories of PI3K inhibitors: pan-PI3K inhibitors and isoform-selective PI3K 

inhibitors. The pan inhibitors usually have more off-target effects and toxicity problems. 
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Also, compensatory mechanisms and intrinsic or acquired resistance make it difficult to 

use.
427

 Despite the complications, some pan-PI3K inhibitors like buparlisib (NVP-

BKM120)
431,432

 are being investigated for the treatment of lymphoid neoplasms. 

Isoform-selective PI3K inhibitors that preferentially inhibit the activity of one or more PI3K 

isoforms might circumvent the intrinsic toxicity associated with pan-PI3K inhibition and 

might be more permissive for exploration. Idelalisib (GS-1101, CAL-101) is a PI3Kδ specific 

inhibitor approved for the treatment of R/R CLL and FL. Clinical trials for the evaluation of 

idelalisib as a first-line therapy revealed high toxicity rates in naïve patients. At present, 

attempts are being made to define the optimal combinations and populations.
433

2.3 NF-κB signaling pathway 

The nuclear factor κB or NF-κB transcription factor family that consists of five molecules: 

p50/NF-κB1, p52/NF-κB2, RelA (p65), c-Rel, and RelB. p50 and 52 are generated through 

the processing of their respective precursors, p105 and p100.
434

 Upon activation, NF-κB 

controls the expression of a wide range of genes involving several cellular functions 

including inflammation, apoptosis, cell survival, proliferation, angiogenesis, and innate and 

acquired immunity.
435

 In B cells, many receptors, including BCRs, activate the NF-κB 

pathway and is shown to be constitutively active in some B-cell malignancies.
436

 The NF-

κB pathway is activated through either the canonical (also called “classical”) or non-

canonical (also called “alternative”) pathway.  

The canonical pathway is activated by a large series of stimuli, including the TNF 

receptors’ family, toll-like receptors such as TLR4, the antigen receptors BCR and TCR, 

lymphocyte co-receptors such as CD40, CD30, or receptor activator of NF-κB (RANK). 

Upon activation, the IκB-kinase (IKK) complex composed of two catalytic subunits, IKKα 

and IKKβ, and a regulatory subunit, IKKγ (also named NF-κB essential modulator or 

NEMO), phosphorylates and causes the degradation of the inhibitor of NF-κB α (IκBα), 

releasing RelA/p50 complex, which can translocate into the nucleus and starts the 

transcription of target genes. The non-canonical pathway is dependent on the activation of 

the RelB subunit associated with p50 or p52. Differing to the canonical one, this pathway is 

activated by a more restricted number of receptors that belong to the TNF receptor 

superfamily, including BAFF-R, CD40, CD30, and LTβ-R, through the NF-κB-inducing kinase 

(NIK), which activates IKKα and, in turn, causes the degradation of p100 to p52. Upon 

p100 degradation, p52 preferentially dimerizes with RelB and translocates into the nucleus, 

where it begins the transcription of target genes (Figure 14).
434,437,438
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Figure 14 | Canonical and alternative NF-κB signaling pathways. Canonical pathway is triggered by 

numerous signals, including those mediated by innate and adaptive immune receptors. It relies on 

inducible degradation of IκBs, particularly IκBα, leading to nuclear translocation of various NF-κB 

complexes, predominantly the p50/RelA dimer. Non-canonical NF-κB pathway relies on 

phosphorylation-induced p100 processing, which is triggered by signals from a subset of TNFR 

members. This pathway is dependent on NIK and IKKα and mediates the activation of RelB/p52 

complexes. Adapted from Jost and Ruland, Blood, 2007.437 

 

Oncogenic mutations that result in NF-κB activation are recurrent in lymphoid 

malignancies, but most of these mutations affect upstream components of NF-κB 

signaling pathways, rather than NF-κB family members themselves.
69,436,439,440

  

2.3.1 NF-κB inhibitors 

Given their relevance in cancer pathogenesis and progression, NF-κB and its signaling 

components are considered a good therapeutic target for the treatment of these 

malignancies. To this purpose, numerous small inhibitory peptides have been designed to 

target specific patterns of the molecules most relevant to NF-κB activation, i.e. IKKs 

kinases, the proteasome 26S, or, more recently, the NF-κB subunits, and block their 

activity.
435

   

Bortezomib (Velcade®; Millenium Pharmaceuticals, Inc) is a reversible 26S proteasome 

inhibitor approved for the treatment of MM. Although bortezomib affects other signaling 
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pathways, its efficacy may in part be due to inhibition of NF-κB activity.
441

 Bortezomib is 

being tested in clinical trials for R/R B-NHL.
442

 

Lesions in the alternative NF-κB pathway conferred dependence on the protein kinase NIK. 

In fact, NIK is a new therapeutic target for lymphomas that are refractory to BCR pathway 

inhibitors.
416

 For example, IAP antagonists can induce NIK stabilization and lead to strong 

induction of NF-κB signaling.
443

 

2.4 Apoptotic signaling pathways 

Apoptosis is an essential programmed cell death pathway used by multicellular organisms 

to dispose of unwanted cells in a diversity of settings. It can be initiated or inhibited by a 

variety of environmental stimuli, both physiological and pathological. Apoptosis seems to 

be involved in cell turnover in many healthy adult tissues and is responsible for the focal 

elimination of cells during normal embryonic development. Deregulated apoptosis has a 

major role in tumorigenesis. It occurs spontaneously in untreated malignant neoplasms, 

and participates in at least some types of therapeutically induced tumor regression.
444

 

The defining morphological characteristics of apoptosis include cell shrinkage, nuclear 

fragmentation, chromatin condensation and membrane blebbing; all of which are due to 

the proteolytic activity of the caspase proteases.
444

 In vertebrate cells, apoptosis typically 

proceeds through two signaling cascades termed the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways, 

both of which converge on the activation of the major effector caspases: caspase-3, -6 

and -7 (Figure 15).
97,99,445

. 

The intrinsic or mitochondrial pathway is activated by various developmental cues or 

cytotoxic insults, such as viral infection, DNA damage, and growth-factor deprivation.
99

 

The mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP), which leads to the release 

of pro-apoptotic proteins from the mitochondrial intermembrane space (IMS), is the crucial 

event driving initiator caspase activation and apoptosis. Following its release from 

mitochondria, cytochrome c binds apoptotic protease-activating factor 1 (APAF1), 

inducing its conformational change and oligomerization, leading to the formation of a 

caspase activation platform termed the apoptosome. The 

apoptosome recruits, dimerizes and activates caspase-9, 

which, in turn, cleaves and activates effector caspases. 

Mitochondrial release of second mitochondria-derived 

activator of caspase (SMAC; also known as DIABLO) and 

OMI (also known as HTRA2) blocks X-linked inhibitor of 

apoptosis protein (XIAP)-mediated inhibition of caspase 

activity.
97,446

 

 

Caspases are a family of 

proteases that have an 

essential Cys residue in their 

active site and a 

requeriment for an Asp 

residue in the substrate 

cleavage site. 
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Figure 15 | Apoptotic pathways. Caspase activation by the extrinsic pathway involves the binding of 

extracellular death ligands to transmembrane death receptors tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related 

apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) receptor (TRAILR) and FAS. It induces the recruitment of adaptor 

proteins, such as the Fas-associated death domain protein (FADD), which in turn recruit and 

aggregate several molecules of caspase‑8 and -10. Active caspase‑8 and -10 cleave and activate the 

effector caspase‑3 and ‑7, leading to apoptosis. In some situations, extrinsic death signals can 

crosstalk with the intrinsic pathway through caspase‑8-mediated proteolysis of the BH3-only protein 

BID (BH3-interacting domain death agonist). Truncated BID (tBID) can promote mitochondrial 

cytochrome c release and assembly of the apoptosome. The intrinsic (or mitochondrial) pathway of 

apoptosis requires mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP). Intrinsic lethal stimuli, 

such as cell stress or DNA damage, typically activate one or more members of the BH3-only protein 

family, leading to BAX and BAK activity that triggers MOMP. Following MOMP, intermembrane space 

proteins, such as SMAC and cytochrome c, are released into the cytosol. On release from 

mitochondria, cytochrome c can seed apoptosome assembly, which activates caspase-9. Active 

caspase‑9 in turn, activates caspase-3 and caspase-7, leading to apoptosis. Adapted from Ichim and 

Tait, Nat Rev Cancer, 2016.446 

 

MOMP is a highly regulated process, primarily controlled through interactions between 

pro- and anti-apoptotic members of the B cell lymphoma 2 (BCL-2) family.
445

 This pathway 

predominantly leads to the activation of caspase‑9
447

 but, at least in certain cell types, the 

intrinsic pathway can proceed in the absence of caspase‑9 or its activator, APAF1.
448
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The extrinsic or death-receptor pathway is triggered by ligation of so-called death receptors 

(members of the TNF receptor family, such as Fas or TNF receptor-1 (TNFR1)) that 

contain an intracellular death domain, which can recruit and activate caspase‑8 through 

the adaptor protein Fas-associated death domain (FADD; also known as MORT1) at the 

cell surface. Active caspase-8 cleaves and activates the effector caspases. In some cells, 

the extrinsic pathway can intersect the intrinsic pathway through caspase‑8-mediated 

cleavage of BCL-2 homology 3 (BH3)-interacting domain death agonist (BID).
449

 The C-

terminal truncated form of BID (tBID) translocates to mitochondria and promotes MOMP 

and further caspase activation through the intrinsic pathway.
99,445

 

2.4.1 Impairment of apoptosis in lymphoid malignancies 

Deregulation of apoptosis is a characteristic feature of many cancers, confering them a 

survival advantage over normal cells.
450

 That gives time for accumulation of genetic 

alterations that deregulate cell proliferation, interfere with differentiation, promote 

angiogenesis, and increase invasiveness during tumor progression.
451

 

There are varieties of molecular mechanisms that tumor cells use to suppress apoptosis, 

which usually involves modulation of BCL-2 proteins. The prototypic member of the family, 

BCL-2, was first identified in B-cell lymphoma.
452

 Since then, pro-survival BCL-2 family 

proteins have been implicated in a variety of cancers, including CLL, acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia (ALL), MCL and DLBCL.
98

 Similarly, MCL-1 expression is associated with MM and 

chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) among others. High levels of expression of pro-survival 

proteins are often associated with increased chemoresistance and are therefore attractive 

targets for cancer therapy.
453 

2.4.2 The BCL-2 protein family 

B-cell lymphoma-2 (BCL-2)-family proteins have a crucial role in the regulation of 

apoptosis through their ability to regulate mitochondrial cytochrome c release. This family 

is divided into three groups based on their BH domain organization.
445 

 The anti-apoptotic 

or pro-survival BCL-2 proteins, which contain four BH domains (BH1-BH4) and suppress 

cell death by binding and inhibiting the pro-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins; the pro-apoptotic 

proteins, which present BH1-BH3 and directly promote MOMP; and the BH-3 only proteins, 

which, except BID, only contain one highly conserved BH3 domain and are very 

heterogeneous (Figure 16).
454

 

In addition to regulation of mitochondrial apoptosis, proteins of the BCL-2 family play 

important roles in regulating other cellular pathways such as autophagy, endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) stress response, intracellular calcium dynamics, cell cycle progression, 

mitochondrial dynamics, and energy metabolism.
455
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Figure 16 | The BCL-2 family. The BCL-2 family comprises three subfamilies that contain between 

one and four BCL-2 homology (BH) domains. The anti-apoptotic subfamily comprises proteins that 

contain four BH domains. Most members of this subfamily also contain transmembrane domains 

(TM) and are therefore typically associated with membranes. The pro-apoptotic subfamily lacks BH4 

domains and promotes apoptosis by forming pores in mitochondrial outer membranes. The BH3-only 

subfamily is a structurally diverse group of proteins that only display homology within the small BH3 

motif. Adapted from Tait and Green, Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol, 2010.445 

 

2.4.2.1 Anti-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins 

BCL-2 and its close relatives (BCL-XL, MCL-1, BFL-1, and BCL‑W) contain four BH and are 

generally integrated within the outer mitochondrial membrane (OMM), but may also be in 

the cytosol, the nuclear envelope or in the ER membrane.
99,456

 The anti-apoptotic BCL-2 

proteins block apoptosis by preventing BH3-only protein-induced oligomerization of the 

pro-apoptotic BCL-2-family members BAX and/or BAK in OMM, which would otherwise 

lead to the efflux of cytochrome c and other mitochondrial intermembrane space proteins.  

The anti-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins differentially bind to the BH3-only proteins. Some BH3-

only proteins (BIM, PUMA, and BID) interact with essentially all anti-apoptotic family 

members, whereas other members (for example, NOXA), display differential affinity 

towards various pro-survival proteins (Figure 17).
97,453

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 | BH3-only protein binding specificity for BCL-2 homologs. BIM and PUMA bind to all five 

anti-apoptotic BCL-2 family members. By contrast, NOXA only binds to MCL1 and A1, and BAD binds 

selectively to BCL‑W, BCL-2, and BCL-XL. BID binds avidly to BCL-XL, BCL‑W, MCL-1, and BFL-1, but 

only weakly to BCL-2. The HRK BH3-only family member has remarkable specificity for BCL-XL. These 

binding specificities recapitulate the ability of these proteins to activate apoptosis. For example, BIM, 

BID or PUMA alone can induce apoptosis, whereas a combination of NOXA and BAD is required. 

Adapted from Youle and Strasser, Nat Rev Mol Cell Biol, 200899 and Opferman JT, FEBS J, 2019.457 
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2.4.2.2 Pro-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins 

BAX and BAK are members of the BCL-2 family and core regulators of the intrinsic 

pathway of apoptosis. Upon apoptotic stimuli, they are activated and homo-oligomerize 

into pores within the OMM to promote its permeabilization (mitochondrial outer 

membrane permeabilization, MOMP), which is considered a key step in apoptosis. There is 

a potential third effector molecule, BOK, with high homology to BAX and BAK, but with a 

more mysterious role.
454

  

Under normal conditions, BAX is largely cytosolic via constant retro-translocation from 

mitochondria to the cytosol mediated by BCL-XL.
455,458

 In contrast, BAK is mainly 

mitochondrial with its transmembrane domain spanning the OMM and presents only a 

small cytosolic fraction due to retrotranslocation.
459

 On the other hand, BOK is 

predominantly found in the Golgi and ER membranes,
460

 and it appears to be constitutively 

active and controlled at the level of protein stability by components of the ER-associated 

degradation pathway.
461

 

BAX and BAK are controlled by pro-survival family members. Although all the indicated 

pro-survival members can restrain BAX, BAK is constrained primarily by BCL-XL, MCL-1, 

and BFL-1.
462

  

2.4.2.3 BH3-only proteins 

The mammalian BH3-only protein family currently comprises eight members (BID, BAD, 

BIM, BIK, BMF, NOXA, PUMA and HRK) that differ in their expression patterns and mode of 

activation. The BH3-only proteins are considered to be essential initiators of the 

mitochondrial apoptotic pathway and are up-regulated by many forms of stress.
453

 They 

are functionally categorized as direct activators and depressors or sensitizers on the basis 

of whether they directly trigger the effectors or antagonize anti-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins, 

respectively.
456,463

 

In some reviews, BCL-2 interacting protein 3 or BCL-2/adenovirus E1B 19 kDa protein-

interacting protein 3  (BNIP3)
445

 is included in the BH3-only protein group, based on limited 

sequence homology to the BH3 domain, but its ability to bind to and regulate pro-survival 

BCL-2 proteins or pro-apoptotic BAX and BAK has not been established.
464

 

2.4.3 Activation of MOMP 

MOMP is commonly seen as the point-of-no-return in the intrinsic apoptotic pathway; it 

unleashes the activation of apoptotic caspases that are responsible for the degradation of 

many vital cellular substrates, and consequently the morphological changes observed 

during apoptosis.
460

 Moreover, other proteases besides caspases are activated during cell 

death, such as calpains, serine proteases (granzymes), and lysosomal proteases.
465 
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There are two models of activation of MOMP that may exist in a cell type- or stimulus-

dependent manner. In the direct activator model, BAX and BAK are activated following 

interaction with a subset of BH3-only proteins known as direct activators, and anti-

apoptotic BCL-2 proteins prevent MOMP either by sequestering the activating BH3-only 

proteins or by directly inhibiting activated BAX and BAK. A second subset of BH3-only 

proteins, termed sensitizers, cannot directly activate BAX and BAK but neutralize anti-

apoptotic BCL-2 proteins, displacing activators from the BCL-2 complex. The indirect 

activator model asserts that BAX and BAK are bound in a constitutively active state by anti-

apoptotic BCL-2 proteins, and that competitive interactions of BH3-only proteins with anti-

apoptotic BCL-2 family members is sufficient to displace and release activated BAX and 

BAK.
 445,453,463

 Moreover, a unified model has been described.
466

 It assumes that the anti-

apoptotic proteins prevent MOMP either by sequestering the activating BH3-only proteins 

or by directly inhibiting activated BAX and BAK (Figure 18).
454,455

 Finally, the recent 

‘interconnected hierarchical’ model established a sequence of events for the execution of 

apoptosis.
467

   

 

 

Figure 18 | Regulation of MOMP by the BCL-2 family. A graphical scheme of the direct and indirect 

activation model. (A) The direct activation model requires a separate activation step for BAK and BAX 

by some BH3-only proteins (activators). (B) The indirect activation model assumes BAK and BAX to be 

constitutively active, which do not require separate activation. BH3-only proteins liberate BAK and BAX 

by interacting with anti-apoptotic proteins. (C) In the unified model anti-apoptotic proteins may inhibit 

directly BAX/BAK or BH3-only activators. BH3a: activators; BH3s: sensitizers. 
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2.4.4 Targeting anti-apoptotic BCL-2 family members 

The network of protein-protein interactions among the BCL-2 protein family plays a critical 

role in regulating cellular commitment to mitochondrial apoptosis. Anti-apoptotic BCL-2 

proteins are considered promising targets for drug discovery and exciting clinical progress 

has stimulated intense investigations in the broader family.
468

 Attempts to overcome the 

cytoprotective effects of anti-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins in cancer include three strategies: 

shutting off gene transcription, inducing mRNA degradation with antisense 

oligonucleotides and directly inhibiting the proteins.
450,451

 The latter has emerged as the 

most successful approach. Over the past 30 years, research on the BCL-2-regulated 

apoptotic pathway has led to the development of small-molecule compounds, known as 

'BH3-mimetics', that bind to pro-survival BCL-2 proteins to directly activate apoptosis of 

malignant cells.
464 

Their design is based on how the BH3-domain of BH3-only molecules 

fits into the hydrophobic cleft of the anti-apoptotic molecule. BH3-mimetics are typically 

designed to competitively bind to the BH3-binding groove of anti-apoptotic molecules to 

displace pro-apoptotic molecules.
457

 However, it must be remembered that the BCL-2 

family proteins are important to a number of physiological functions that are beyond the 

regulation of apoptosis.
469

 
 

2.4.4.1 ABT family of BH3-mimetics 

ABT-737 (AbbVie; figure 19a), which binds to and inhibits BCL-2, BCL-XL, and BCL-W, was 

the ‘first-in-class’ BH3-mimetic. In vitro, ABT-737 exhibited cytotoxicity in lymphoma and 

small-cell lung carcinoma cell lines, as well as primary patient-derived cells. In animal 

models, ABT-737 improved survival, caused regression of established tumors, and 

produced cures in a high percentage of the mice.
470

 It also displayed synergistic 

cytotoxicity with chemotherapeutics and radiation. However, ABT-737 was not orally 

bioavailable, which limited chronic single-agent therapy and flexibility to dose in 

combination regimens. Consequently, ABT-263 (navitoclax; AbbVie; figure 19b), an orally 

available analog was developed.
471

 It displayed a similar binding selectivity for pro-survival 

BCL-2 proteins in vitro as ABT-737, and is currently in clinical trials in solid tumors
472

 and 

B-cell malignancies.
473,474

 Although chronic dosing of ABT-263 was well tolerated, it 

induced a thrombocytopenia that was dose-related and maintained throughout the period 

of drug treatment; probably due to BCL-XL inhibition.
473,475,476

 Subsequently, ABT-199 

(venetoclax; Venclexta®; AbbVie+Roche; figure 19c), a first-in-class BCL-2 selective 

inhibitor was developed. Venetoclax shows potent cytotoxicity in vitro and antitumor 

efficacy in vivo in various lymphoid malignancies such as CLL,
477

 AML,
478

 DLBCL,
479

 or 

DH
128

. The lack of BCL-XL inhibition with ABT-199 allow for higher circulating 

concentrations of the drug without dose-limiting thrombocytopenia.
134

 Venetoclax entered 

the clinic in 2011. It has proved highly efficacious and tolerable in a Phase I trial (79% 

ORR)
480

 and has rapidly progressed into Phase II and III clinical trials as a single agent for 
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the treatment of patients with R/R lymphoid malignancies (particularly CLL; ORR 79.4%).
247

 

Venetoclax is generally well tolerated, with the significant adverse effect being tumor lysis 

syndrome (TLS),
481

 for which there are formal management recommendations, such as a 

dose escalation scheme.
482

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 | Structural view of BH3 mimetics. (A) ABT-737 is a small-molecule BH3 mimetic that binds 

to the hydrophobic BH3-binding groove of BCL-XL, BCL-2, and BCL-W. (B) ABT-263 (navitoclax) is 

structurally related to ABT-737. It represents an orally bioavailable small-molecule BH3 mimetic which 

efficiently antagonizes BCL-XL, BCL-2, and BCL-W. (C) ABT-199 is a high-affinity BCL-2-selective 

small-molecule BH3 mimetic. Adapted from Brinkmann K and Kashkar H, Cell Death Dis, 2014.483 

 

Venetoclax was FDA-approved for use as monotherapy in patients with R/R CLL with 17p 

deletion.
135

 Ongoing single agent (Table 12) and combination studies (for example with 

anti-CD20 mAbs; 86% ORR)
484

 are likely to lead to broader approvals for this drug in the 

near future.
485

 More than 50 phase I-III clinical trials of venetoclax in AML, CLL, DLBCL, 

MCL, MM, and NHL are underway.
469,486
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Table 12 | Single agent clinical trials of venetoclax.  

Phase Indication N enrolled NCT number 

I 

NHL, MM, CLL, SLL, AML 

Advanced NHL 

R/R NHL 

R/R NHL; R/R CLL 

36 

12 

135 

211 

NCT02265731 

NCT01969695 

NCT03236857 

NCT01328626 

II 

R/R CLL del17p 

FL 

R/R CLL 

R/R CLL del17p 

70 

56 

120 

150 

NCT02966756 

NCT03113422 

NCT02141282 

NCT01889786 

III 
R/R CLL 

R/R CLL 

250 

200 

NCT02756611 

NCT02980731 

 

NHL, Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma; MM, multiple myeloma; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; SLL, 

small lymphocytic lymphoma; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; FL, follicular lymphoma. 

 

2.4.4.2 BH3-mimetics acquired resistance 

BH3-mimetics such as ABT-737 and its analogs fail to maintain a significant antitumor 

activity, and acquired resistance arises inevitably following its continuous administration 

to lymphoma cells.
100,487

 In many tumors, overexpression of pro-survival BCL-2 proteins 

contribute to apoptosis resistance
99,456

 and is associated with resistance to 

chemotherapy.
488

 This is the case of ABT-737, where an upregulation of MCL-1
100,489,490

 

and BFL-1
100

 has been reported in resistant cells. The sequestration of the BH3-only BIM 

by MCL-1 and BFL-1 seems to have an essential role in maintaining cell survival in ABT-

737 and ABT-199 treated cells (Figure 20).
100,491

 NOXA is reported to act synergistically 

with ABT-737 to induce cell death in cells expressing MCL-1 or BFL-1.
492

 Accordingly, 

NOXA-inducing anti-cancer drug,  bortezomib  exhibits  synergistic pro-apoptotic  effect  in   

 

 

Figure 20 | Proposed mechanism of ABT-737 acquired resistance. In responding cells, BIM is 

displaced from BCL-2, inducing BAX activation and apoptosis. In resistance cells, BIM is still displaced 

but is captured by MCL-1 or BFL-1, preventing BAX activation and maintaining survival. Adapted from 

Yecies D, et al., Blood, 2015.100 
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combination with ABT-737 (Figure 21).
492

 In the same way, obatoclax, through its ability to 

bind MCL-1, can overcome resistance to apoptosis mediated specifically by MCL-1.
493

 

 

 

Figure 21 | Proposed mechanism of ABT-737 and NOXA synergism. NOXA acts synergistically with 

ABT-737, displacing BIM from BCL-2 and MCL-1/BFL-1.  

 

Kinase inhibitors also have shown to overcome venetoclax resistance by altering 

microenvironmental signaling pathways.
494

 Many signal transduction pathways control the 

transcription, translation, post-translational modification or degradation of BCL-2 family 

members.
495

 Modification of these pathways with kinase inhibitors can prevent the 

upregulation of anti-apoptotic proteins.
496

  

Some studies have revealed a synergistic antitumoral effect between BET inhibitors such 

as JQ1 and BH3-mimetics like ABT-263.
497

 While MYC downregulation was initially 

proposed as a key mechanistic property of BET inhibitors, additional anti-tumor activities 

are important, including the modulation of the expression of pro-apoptotic (BIM) and anti-

apoptotic (BCL-2; BCL-XL) BCL-2 family members to directly engage the mitochondrial 

apoptotic pathway.
498

 It will be of special interest in the treatment of DHL. 
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GENERAL AIMS 

The main goal of this dissertation is to explore new therapeutic approaches for chemo-

refractory B-NHL. In the last decade, a number of targeted therapies have been introduced 

in the clinical settings for the treatment of lymphoid malignancies. Venetoclax and 

ibrutinib are two of these targeted drugs. Despite their high response rates, intrinsic and 

acquired resistances to these agents limit their use, and challenge the search for new 

therapies or combinations able to overcome resistance, and to improve patients’ outcome.  

We have focused our investigation in two main hypotheses: 

- The deregulation of some BCL-2 family members can be related with the acquired 

resistance to venetoclax in DHL, and may represent a promising therapeutic target to 

overcome this phenomenon.   

- The inhibition of more than one BCR kinase, such as BTK, SYK and LYN, can be useful 

in B-NHL cases that are resistant to the sole inhibition of BTK. 

Following these lines of investigation, the first aim of this thesis is to analyze the 

mechanisms involved in the acquired resistance to venetoclax in DHL and explore 

pharmacological ways to counteract it. On the other hand, the second aim of this thesis is 

to validate the antitumoral activity of pleiotropic BCR kinase targeting.   

 

SPECIFIC AIMS 

1.- To investigate the mechanisms underlying the acquired resistance to venetoclax in DHL 

cells and to explore therapeutic strategies to overcome this phenomenon.  

1.1. To evaluate the antitumoral activity of the BH3-mimetic venetoclax in in vitro models 

of DLBCL and DHL and determine the molecular basis of ABT-199 resistance in DHL. 

1.2. To analyze the effect of the BET inhibitor CPI203 treatment in DHL and to examine the 

molecular mechanism underlying its activity. 

1.3. To study the antitumoral activity of the combination of ABT-199 and CPI203, both in 

vitro and in vivo.  

2.- To evaluate the antitumor profile of a novel pleiotropic BCR kinase inhibitor.  

2.1. To determine the antitumoral activity of IQS019 in in vitro and in vivo models of CLL, 

MCL, FL, and DLBCL.  

2.2. To compare the efficacy of the co-inhibition of LYN, SYK, and BTK over the inhibition 

of BTK alone by ibrutinib and to evaluate its benefit in ibrutinib-resistant cases.
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FIRST PAPER 

The BET bromodomain inhibitor CPI203 overcomes resistance to 

ABT-199 (venetoclax) by downregulation of BFL-1/A1 in in vitro and 

in vivo models of MYC+/BCL2+ double hit lymphoma 
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SECOND PAPER 

Activity of the novel BCR kinase inhibitor IQS019 in preclinical models 

of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma 
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Additional file 1 

SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS 

Cell line authentication 

JEKO-1, MINO, JVM-2, REC-1 and JVM-13 cell lines were obtained from ATCC cell bank 

(LGC Standards, Teddington, UK). DOHH-2, WSU-NHL, WSU-FSCLL, SC-1, GRANTA-519, 

MEC-2, MEC-1, SUDHL-16, SUDHL-8 and U-2932 cell lines were purchased at DSMZ 

(Braunschweig, Germany). MAVER-1, UPN-1, HBL-2, Z-138, OCI-LY8 and OCI-LY10 were 

provided, respectively, by Dr A. Zamo (University of Verona, Verona, Italy), Dr A. Turhan 

(Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France), Dr M. Dreyling (University Hospital, Munich, 

Germany), Dr E. Ortega-Paino (Lund University, Lund, Sweden), Dr M. Raffeld (National 

Cancer Institute Bethesda, MD, USA) and Dr A. Staiger (Dr. Margarete Fischer-Bosch 

Institute of Clinical Pharmacology, Stuttgart, Germany). Cell line authentication was 

performed upon reception by short tandem repeat (STR) profiling, using AmpFlSTR 

identifier kit (Thermo Fisher), and based on available STR profiles. This analysis was then 

repeated every 6 months and up to 4 months prior to the submission of the present 

manuscript. Mycoplasm infection was routinely tested by PCR. 

Apoptosis assay 

Cells (4-6 x 10
5
 cells/ml) were treated with IQS019 and, when specified, were preincubated 

for 1 hour with 10 μM of the pan-caspase inhibitor Q-VD-OPh (Merck). Apoptosis was 

determined by dual labeling of phosphatidylserine exposure and caspase activity by 

means of Annexin-V Pacific Blue and CellEvent caspase-3/7 Green (Thermo Fisher), 

respectively, followed by the analysis of 10.000 events on an Attune acoustic focusing 

cytometer. 

Preparation of IQS019 soluble salt and toxicity assay in SCID mice. 

 IQS019-2MeSO3H was synthesized according to the following procedure: 382.8 mg (0.75 

mmol) of IQS019 were dissolved in 50 ml of acetone and then 144.3 mg (1.5 mmol) of 

methanesulfonic acid were added. The resulting solution was stirred at room temperature 

for 2 hours and then cold diethyl ether was added and the resulting precipitated was 

filtered, washed with cold diethyl ether and dried in vacuo over phosphorus pentoxide to 

afford 456.7 mg (0.65 mmol, 87%) of 4-amino-6-(2,6-dichlorophenyl)-8-methyl-2-(4-(4-

methylpiperazin-1-yl)phenylamino)pyrido[2,3-d]pyrimidin-7(8H)-one dimesylate (IQS019-

2MeSO3H)as a yellowish solid. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 9.53 (br s, 2H), 9.34 (br s, 

1H), 8.09 (s, 1H), 7.70 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H), 7.59 ‒ 7.56 (m, 2H), 7.44 (dd, J = 8.7, 7.5 Hz, 1H), 
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7.43 (br s, 2H), 6.98 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H), 3.77 (d, J = 13.5 Hz, 2H) 3.59 (s, 3H), 3.52 (d, J = 

11.9 Hz, 2H) 3.24 ‒ 3.11 (m, 2H), 2.98 ‒ 2.84 (m, 5H), 2.34 (s, 6H). 

Four groups consisting of 4 animals (2 males and 2 females per group), each received a 2 

mg/kg, a 10 mg/kg, or a 50 mg/kg dose of the compound, or equal volume of vehicle 

(saline solution) were evaluated. Viability/mortality, motility, hair appearance and body 

weights of the animals were recorded during the first 30 min and at approximately 3 and 5 

h after administration on test day 1, and once daily between days 2 and day 14. At the end 

of the observation period, no mortality or alteration of vital parameters, including body 

weight was recorded in animals administered with either the saline solution or the 

compound (supplemental Fig. S4a). Macroscopic examination of the animals after 

sacrifice revealed no alteration of the principal organ systems. 

In vitro evaluation of BCR-related kinase phosphorylation 

For the detection of phospho-Btk in cell lines, 0.5 x 10
6
 cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 15 

min on ice, washed once, and permeabilized with pure methanol for 10 min at -20ºC. In the 

case of CLL primary cells, phosphatase-mediated dephosphorylation of Btk was prevented 

by adding 3.3 mM hydrogen peroxide during the last 2 min of IgM stimulation, followed by 

a wash in cold PBS before cell fixation with PFA as before and cell permeabilization with 

ethanol 70% for 2 hours. Cells were then washed twice and stained for 15 min at RT with a 

phycoerythrin (PE)-labeled anti-Btk-phosphoTyr223 antibody (clone N35-86) or a mouse 

IgG1 κ isotypic control (Becton Dickinson), in PBS + 0.5% BSA, followed by analysis on an 

Attune acoustic focusing cytometer (Thermo Fisher).  

Phospho-Syk and phospho-Lyn protein levels were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, using whole 

cell extracts obtained by lysing 3-5 x 10
6
 cells on ice for 30 min in Triton buffer (20 mM 

Tris-HCl ph 7.6, 150 Mm NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100) supplemented with protease 

and phosphatase inhibitors. Membranes were incubated with anti-Syk-phosphoTyr352 

(Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), anti-Lyn-phosphoTyr396 (Abcam, 

Cambridge, UK), and anti-β-actin (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint-Louis, MO, USA) primary antibodies, 

followed by appropriate anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Cell Signaling Technology). 

Chemiluminiscence detection was done using the ECL system (Thermo Fisher) and 

visualized on a mini-LAS4000 device using Image Gauge software (Fujifilm, Valhalla, NY, 

USA). In order to avoid signal saturation consequent to BCR ligation, exposure time of 

membranes containing protein extracts from anti-Ig- treated UPN-1, DOHH-2 and OCI-

LY10 cells, were substantially reduced. 
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Detection of phospho-Syk, phospho-Lyn and phospho-Btk in OCT tumor 

sections and processed spleens 

OCT sections from MCL tumors were fixed with PFA on glass slides and permeabilized for 

15 min with a solution of saponin 0.1% + FBS 10%, followed by a 30 min incubation with an 

Alexa488-labeled anti-Syk-phosphoTyr352, a PE-labeled anti-Btk-phosphoTyr223 (Becton 

Dickinson), or a Cy5-labeled anti-Lyn-phosphoTyr397 (Bioss Antibodies, Woburn, MA, USA) 

antibody. Coverslips were then mounted with DAPI-containing Fluoroshield mounting 

medium (Sigma-Aldrich) and visualized on a Nikon H5505 microscope by means of a 

20X/1.30 NA oil objective (Nikon, Amsterdam, Netherlands) with the use of Isis Imaging 

System v5.3 software (MetaSystems GmbH). 

In the FL model, splenocytes were obtained by homogenizing harvested spleens and 

filtering through 70 μm nylon sieves (Becton Dickinson). Erythrocytes were lysed using 

ACK buffer (Quality Biological, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) and human B cells were labeled 

with anti-CD45-Pacific Blue (Thermo Fisher) antibody, followed by recounting on an Attune 

cytometer. In parallel, parts of the spleen homogenates were stained with an anti-CD45-

Pacific Blue or an anti-CD20-PE (Beckman Coulter, L’Hospitalet de Llobregat, Spain) 

antibody, prior fixation, permeabilization and phospho-BCR kinase labeling as above, 

followed by analysis on either an Attune or a FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson) cytometer. 

Generation of ibrutinib-resistant cells 

UPN-1 cells were initially treated for 96 hours with 1 µM ibrutinib and then were cultured in 

drug-free medium containing 20% FCS. After cell growth recovered, cells were treated with 

ibrutinib for an additional 72 hours, and the selection cycle was repeated at the same drug 

concentration until cell growth recoveries were obtained within 2 weeks. At this point drug 

concentration was increased to the next steps (2 µM, 5 µM, 7.5 µM, and, finally, 10 µM 

ibrutinib). After repeated rounds of selection with the 10 µM dose of ibrutinib over a period 

of 5 months, the established resistant cell line was designated “UPN-IbruR.” At this point, 

this cell line was cryopreserved and cultured in the presence of the Btk inhibitor. 

BTK and PLCG2 sequencing 

DNA was extracted from UPN-IbruR cells using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen; Venlo, 

Netherlands) in automated (QIAcube) extractions according to manufacturer’s instruction. 

We amplified by PCR the exon 15 of BTK (aa 450-522) and exon 18 of PLCG2. PCR 

products were treated with ExoSap IT (USB Corporation) and sequenced using ABI Prism 

BigDye terminator v3.1 (Applied Biosystems) using 5 pmol of each primer. Sequencing 

reactions were run on an ABI-3730 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems). All 
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sequences were examined with the Mutation Surveyor DNA Variant Analysis Software 

(Softgenetics). 

Pharmacokinetics evaluation of IQS019 in mouse 

IQS019-2MeSO3H PK study was performed at Crown Bioscience (Taicang, China). Briefly, 

IQS019-2MeSO3H was administered by p.o. at a single dose of 25 mg/kg to 3 male ICR 

mice. Plasma was recovered after 15 min, 30 min, 1h, 2h, 4h, 6h, 8h, and 24h and mixed 

with acetonitrile containing 200 ng/ml tolbutamide and 200 ng/ml propranolol. After a 

centrifuge step, supernatant was mixed with 0.1% formic acid and injected into an API 

4000 mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems). PK parameters were calculated using 

mean plasma concentration time data by Phoenix WinNonlin software v6.3, using a non-

compartmental model. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES 

Supplemental Table S1.- Dose-dependent inhibitory activity of IQS019 

against TK and TKL kinase subfamilies 

Kinase Family 

Kinase activity inhibition upon IQS019 

exposure 

0.1 μM 10 μM 

ABL1 E255K TK 22 83 

ABL1 F317I TK 19 80 

ABL1 G250E TK 12 74 

ABL1 H396P TK 50 94 

ABL1 M351T TK 43 94 

ABL1 Q252H TK 52 94 

ABL1 T315I TK 2 38 

ABL1 wt TK 42 93 

ABL1 Y253F TK 46 93 

ABL2 TK 74 100 

ACK1 TK 41 100 

ALK C1156Y (GST-HIS-tag) TK 4 88 

ALK F1174L (GST-HIS-tag) TK 0 80 

ALK F1174S (GST-HIS-tag) TK 0 74 

ALK L1196M (GST-HIS-tag) TK 1 92 

ALK R1275Q (GST-HIS-tag) TK 0 84 

ALK wt (GST-HIS-tag) TK 0 88 

AXL TK 5 66 

BLK TK 34 99 

BMX TK 34 99 

BRK TK 97 117 

BTK TK 19 94 

CSF1-R TK 19 96 

CSK TK 30 99 
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DDR2 N456S TK 97 95 

DDR2 T654M TK 20 74 

DDR2 wt TK 96 96 

EGF-R d746-750 TK 84 99 

EGF-R d747-749/A750P TK 71 99 

EGF-R d747-752/P753S TK 78 99 

EGF-R d752-759 TK 69 99 

EGF-R G719C TK 91 100 

EGF-R G719S TK 82 100 

EGF-R L858R TK 80 99 

EGF-R L861Q TK 87 100 

EGF-R T790M TK 24 94 

EGF-R T790M/L858R TK 29 96 

EGF-R wt TK 80 99 

EPHA1 TK 84 100 

EPHA2 TK 75 100 

EPHA3 TK 21 69 

EPHA4 TK 40 92 

EPHA5 TK 11 92 

EPHA6 TK 10 88 

EPHA7 TK 11 65 

EPHA8 TK 42 97 

EPHB1 TK 70 100 

EPHB2 TK 0 75 

EPHB3 TK 5 65 

EPHB4 TK 31 98 

ERBB2 TK 29 96 

ERBB4 TK 75 100 

FAK aa2-1052 TK 4 59 

FER TK 4 86 

FES TK 10 88 

FGF-R1 V561M TK 0 78 
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FGF-R1 wt TK 5 71 

FGF-R2 TK 5 75 

FGF-R3 G697C TK 7 86 

FGF-R3 K650E TK 1 81 

FGF-R3 K650M TK 9 84 

FGF-R3 wt TK 0 86 

FGF-R4 TK 0 35 

FGR TK 76 100 

FLT3 D835Y TK 1 22 

FLT3 ITD TK 4 27 

FLT3 wt TK 5 25 

FRK TK 61 99 

FYN TK 49 98 

HCK TK 50 99 

IGF1-R TK 0 67 

INS-R TK 0 37 

INSR-R TK 5 31 

ITK TK 0 79 

JAK1 TK 7 9 

JAK2 TK 9 43 

JAK3 TK 15 39 

KIT A829P TK 2 79 

KIT D816H TK 21 87 

KIT D816V TK 23 90 

KIT T670I TK 0 57 

KIT V559D TK 4 85 

KIT V559D/T670I TK 0 63 

KIT V559D/V654A TK 0 71 

KIT V560G TK 12 92 

KIT V654A TK 1 64 

KIT wt TK 3 67 

LCK TK 81 99 
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LTK TK 1 88 

LYN TK 65 99 

MATK TK 0 55 

MERTK TK 0 86 

MET D1228H TK 7 34 

MET D1228N TK 7 39 

MET F1200I TK 0 16 

MET M1250T TK 0 29 

MET wt TK 0 39 

MET Y1230A TK 6 28 

MET Y1230C TK 8 40 

MET Y1230D TK 0 23 

MET Y1230H TK 0 21 

MET Y1235D TK 0 86 

MUSK TK 14 32 

NMP1ALK TK 0 76 

NMP1ALK F1174L TK 0 56 

PDGFR-alpha D842V TK 19 76 

PDGFR-alpha T674I TK 20 31 

PDGFR-alpha V561D TK 27 94 

PDGFR-alpha wt TK 0 68 

PDGFR-beta TK 6 62 

PYK2 TK 0 62 

RET E762Q TK 2 87 

RET G691S TK 0 83 

RET M918T TK 1 86 

RET R749T TK 0 88 

RET R813Q TK 0 89 

RET S891A TK 9 94 

RET V804L TK 8 65 

RET V804M TK 0 65 

RET wt TK 0 46 
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RET Y791F TK 5 89 

RON TK 10 97 

ROS TK 1 20 

SRC (GST-HIS-tag) TK 59 99 

SRMS TK 1 65 

SYK aa1-635 TK 17 90 

TEC TK 0 65 

TIE2 R849W TK 0 86 

TIE2 wt TK 0 90 

TIE2 Y1108F TK 10 87 

TIE2 Y897S TK 8 92 

TRK-A TK 3 72 

TRK-B TK 0 73 

TRK-C TK 0 69 

TXK TK 18 78 

TYK2 TK 8 37 

TYRO3 TK 29 94 

VEGF-R1 TK 1 54 

VEGF-R2 TK 0 37 

VEGF-R3 TK 4 28 

YES TK 61 100 

ZAP70 TK 12 66 

ACV-R1 TKL 45 83 

ACV-R1B TKL 37 82 

ACV-R2A TKL 64 94 

ACV-R2B TKL 31 88 

ACV-RL1 TKL 62 99 

BMPR1A TKL 0 49 

B-RAF V600E TKL 57 93 

B-RAF wt TKL 62 97 

IRAK1 TKL 10 52 

IRAK4 (untagged) TKL 10 86 
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LIMK1 TKL 0 1 

LIMK2 TKL 0 10 

LRRK2 G2019S TKL 6 51 

LRRK2 I2020T TKL 0 0 

LRRK2 R1441C TKL 1 0 

LRRK2 wt TKL 0 0 

MLK4 TKL 9 34 

RAF1 Y340D/Y341D (untagged) TKL 55 90 

RIPK2 TKL 99 92 

RIPK5 TKL 3 24 

TGFB-R1 TKL 5 84 

TGFB-R2 TKL 12 68 

ZAK TKL 0 47 
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Supplemental Table S2.- Characteristics of CLL patients 

Patients  Gender
a
 

Age at   
diagnosis 

(years) 

Cell 
source

b
 

Tumoral 
cells (%)

c
 

IGHV 
status

d
 

TP53 
status

e
 

Cytogenetic 
alterations 

CLL n.1 F 53 PB 95 UM wt del(13q) 

CLL n.2 M 64 PB 80 M wt trisomy 12 

CLL n.3 M 58 PB 95 M wt normal 

CLL n.4 M 56 PB 79 M wt n.d. 

CLL n.5 F 52 PB 85 M wt del(13q) 

CLL n.6 M 63 PB 97 UM wt del(13q) 

CLL n.7 M 54 PB 92 M wt del(13q) 

CLL n.8 M 78 PB 94 UM wt del(13q) 

CLL n.9 M 67 PB 97 UM wt normal 

CLL n.10 M 44 PB 97 UM wt del(13q) 

CLL n.11 M 66 PB 96 UM wt (11q)del 

CLL n.12 F 49 PB 94 M wt del(13q) 

CLL n.13 F 73 PB 94 UM wt trisomy 12 

 

a
 F: female; M: male 

b
 PB: peripheral blood; LN: lymph node 

c
 CD19+ tumor cells determined by flow cytometry 

d
 IGHV mutational status was done according to European Research Initiative on CLL 

(ERIC) guidelines 42. 

e
 17p13 deletion was assessed by fluorescence in situ hybridization and TP53 mutational 

status was analyzed by direct sequencing 

UM indicates unmutated; M, mutated; wt, wild type; n.d., not determined; del, deletion; dup, 

duplication; add, addition. 
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Supplemental Table S3.- PK parameters and plasma concentration of 

IQS019-2MeSO3H vs ibrutinib 

Parameter  IQS019 Ibrutinib 
a and ref [42]

 

t1/2 (h) 3.27 3.1 

Tmax (h) 4.0 < 2.0 

Cmax (µM) 2 1.07 

AUC0-∞ (h x ng/ml) 6966 568 

Oral bioavailability 67% 2-4% 
 

a 
http://www.pharmacodia.com/yaodu/html/v1/chemicals/f15eda31a2da646eea513b0f8 

1a5414d.html#pharmacokinetics1 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure S1. IQS019 tyrosine kinase inhibitory profiling. Tyrosine kinase (TK) and tyrosine 

kinase-like (TKL) kinome tree was elaborated on the basis of residual in vitro kinase activity 

upon exposure to 100 nM or 1 μM IQS019, by means of Kinome Render software 

(http://bcb.med.usherbrooke.ca/kinomerender.php). 

Figure S2. Sensitivity of CLL primary cases to IQS019 is independent of IGHV mutational 

status and involves a caspase-dependent cell death process. (a) CLL primary cells, 9 of 

them with ummutated (UM) and 6 with mutated (M) IGHV gene, were treated with 

increasing concentrations of IQS019 for 24h. Cell viability was determined by MTT 

method. Shown are the median values from each CLL group (UM and M), referred to 

control, untreated cells. (b) IQS019 induces caspase-dependent cell death in MCL (UPN-1) 

and in FL (DOHH-2) cell lines, as well as in two representative CLL primary cultures. Cells 

were exposed for 24 hours to 5 μM IQS019, in the presence of absence of the pan-caspase 

inhibitor Q-VD-OPh (10 μM). Apoptosis was determined by simultaneous cytofluorimetric 

detection of Annexin-V and caspase-3/7 activity. (c) A set of 6 CLL primary cultures were 

treated with IQS019 as indicated, followed by Western Blot detection of phospho-histone 

H3 (p-H3), using β- actin as a loading control. 

Figure S3. Flow cytometry determination of CXCR4 membrane expression in B-NHL cell 

lines. Four representative cell lines were stained with a PE-labeled anti-CXCR4 antibody 

and analyzed on an Attune cytometer. CXCR4-specific signal (black curves) and isotypic 

control (grey filled curve) are represented. 

Figure S4. Safety and PK properties of IQS019-2MeSO3H in mice. (a) Twenty SCID mice (10 

males and 10 females) received a single intravenous injection of IQS019-2MeSO3H at a 2 

mg/kg, 10 mg/kg, or 50 mg/kg dose, or equivalent volume of vehicle, and animal weight 

was recorded at days 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 14, 18 and 21 post-treatment. (b) Mean plasma 

concentration of IQS019-2MeSO3H in ICR mice over the time, after a single p.o. 

administration of a 25 mg/kg dose of the compound. 

Figure S5. Comparison of parental and ibrutinib-resistant derived B-NHL cell line. (a) Dose-

response of the UPN-1 parental, and UPN-IbruR derived cell line exposed for 72 hours to 

increasing concentrations of ibrutinib or IQS019. (b) BTK and PLCG2 exon sequencing in 

UPN-IbruR cells. (c) Western blot detection of the alternative NF-kappaB pathway 

component, p52, in UPN-1 and UPN-IbruR cells. β-actin was used as a loading control. 
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Supplemental Figure S2 
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Supplemental Figure S3 
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Supplemental Figure S4 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

1st paper:  The BET bromodomain inhibitor CPI203 overcomes resistance to 

ABT-199 (venetoclax) by downregulation of BFL-1/A1 in in vitro and in vivo 

models of MYC+/BCL2+ double hit lymphoma 

1. Decreased sensitivity to ABT-199 correlates with upregulation of anti-apoptotic  BFL-1 in 

DHL 

GCB-DLBCL and DHL cells were exposed to different doses of ABT-199 (1-10-100nM) and 

cell viability measured by MTT assay at 24 and 96 hours. All cell lines were sensitive at 24 

hours but DHL cells recovered part of their proliferative properties at 96 hours. This 

process was not related to the defective capacity of ABT-199 to displace BAX from BCL-2 

in DHL cells, as BCL-2 immunoprecipitation assay showed similar degrees of BAX release 

from BCL-2 complexes in both DHL and GCB-DLBCL cell lines exposed to ABT-199. Also, 

no significant correlation was observed between the basal expression of BCL-2 proteins 

(BCL-2, BFL-1, MCL-1, and BCL-XL) and cell sensitivity to the BH3 mimetic. We then 

investigated the modulation of these four proteins with ABT-199 treatment, and observed 

that the upregulation of BFL-1, but not other BCL-2-like proteins, significantly correlated 

with the cell proliferation recovery observed in DHL cells between 24 and 96 hours, in the 

presence of ABT-199.  

The transduction of ABT-199 sensitive cells with lentiviral particles containing BFL-1+ 

vector, conferred the cells a significant protection against ABT-199 treatment, resembling 

the acquired resistance phenotype observed in DHL cells following prolonged exposure to 

the drug. Other BCL-2 protein levels were not affected by the vector expression.  

2. Regulation of an apoptosis gene signature by the BET bromodomain inhibitor CPI203 in 

DHL cells 

Recent works have highlighted the pharmacological inhibition of BRD4 as an efficient 

strategy able to modulate BCL2A1 gene transcription.
499

 We thus assessed the cytostatic 

effect of GCB-DLBCL and DHL cell lines to the BRD4 inhibitor CPI203, showing a time-

dependent effect in the nanomolar range in all the cell lines, independently of their 

sensitivity to ABT-199. We performed a gene expression profiling (GEP) analysis with DHL 

cell lines and primary samples, either untreated or treated with CPI203 for 6 hours. Gene 

set enrichment analysis (GSEA) identified a modulation of an apoptosis-related gene set. 

Among the main events observed in CPI203-treated cells, there was upregulation of 

BCL2L11 (37% increase) and downregulation of BCL2A1 (27% decrease), codifying for BIM 

and BFL-1 proteins respectively. We confirmed the CPI203-dependent modulation of BIM 

and BFL-1 protein levels by western blot, which showed a 70% decrease in BFL-1 levels 

and a BIM protein increase close to 60% after 48 hours of treatment with CPI203 
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treatment. BIM immunoprecipitation pointed out a displacement of BIM from BFL-1 to 

BCL-2 complexes in CPI203-treated cells, suggesting that the BETi could trigger a form of 

“priming” for death by CPI203 treatment in DHL cells.  

3. CPI203 restores ABT-199 apoptogenicity in DHL cultures 

The treatment of DHL cell lines with combined ABT-199 and CPI203 showed a synergistic 

antiproliferative effect between the drugs by MTT assay, with cell proliferation reduced by 

almost 60% after 48 hours. The combination also induced apoptosis, as we detected an 

increase of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and mitochondrial depolarization by flow 

cytometry. Accordingly, in DHL primary samples we observed an increase of hypodiploid 

sub-G1 population in cells treated with the combination of both drugs. 

At the molecular level, we confirmed the activation of apoptosis in DHL cells treated with 

the combination, as PARP cleavage and caspase-3 processing were detected by western 

blot. We also observed how CPI203 efficiently counteracted both basal and ABT-199-

induced expression of BFL-1.  

By BCL-2 immunoprecipitation, and in accordance with the previous data, we observed an 

improved dissociation of BAX-BCL-2 complexes in combination-treated cells.  

4. In vivo antitumoral activity of CPI203/ABT-199 combination involves BFL-1 

downregulation and apoptosis restoration 

We developed a subcutaneous mouse model to further validate the potential therapeutic 

effect of ABT-199 and CPI203 combination in DHL. After two weeks of treatment, the 

tumor growth inhibition reached 80.4% in the combination group, while CPI203 alone only 

achieved a 39.4% reduction in tumor burden. ABT-199 as a single-agent allowed a 

transient control of the tumor growth, however after the two weeks of treatment, the 

tumor volumes were superior to that observed in the control group (+18%). Similar results 

were observed with the evaluation of the intratumoral glucose uptake using a fluorescent 

IR800-labeled 2-deoxy glucose probe.  

Immunohistochemical staining of representative tumors further demonstrated a 

synergistic decrease in mitotic index (phospho-histone H3 staining) and induction of 

apoptosis (activated caspase-3 staining) by ABT-199-CPI203 combination, together with a 

downregulation of MYC, BFL-1, and BCL-2. In agreement with our in vitro data, RNA and 

protein analysis from representative tumors showed the capacity of CPI203 to neutralize 

both basal and ABT-199-related BCL2A1 transcripts levels and BFL-1 protein expression, 

as observed by RQ-PCR and western blot, respectively.  
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2nd paper: Activity of the novel BCR kinase inhibitor IQS019 in preclinical 

models of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma 

1. Antitumor effect of the 4-aminopyrido[2,3-d]pyrimidine IQS019 in B lymphoid cell lines 

and primary samples 

IQS019 has been shown to be preferentially active against tyrosine kinase and tyrosine 

kinase-like families, having an IC50 in the low micromolar range for the BCR kinases LYN 

(0.15 µM), SYK (1.6 µM) and BTK (2.1 µM), corresponding to those kinases where the 

compound is able to bind the active site.
500

  

In vitro, a 5µM dose of IQS019 decreased cell proliferation in CLL, MCL, FL and DLBCL cell 

lines, with MCL and FL cells significantly more sensitive to the compound (mean 

cytotoxicity at 48 hours: 67.2%) than CLL and DLBCL cells (mean cytotoxicity at 48 hours: 

42%).   

At 24 hours of treatment, IQS019 induces caspase-dependent apoptosis in FL and MCL 

representative cell lines as seen by cytofluorimetric analysis, as well as a decrease in 

mitotic progression was seen in CLL primary samples by western blot detection of 

phospho-histone H3.  

2. IQS019 antagonizes constitutive and antigen-mediated BCR signaling 

We analyzed the effect of IQS019 on the phosphorylation status of LYN, SYK, and BTK by 

western blot (LYN and SYK) and flow cytometry (BTK). A 6 hour treatment with IQS019 

induced a dose-dependent dephosphorylation of the three kinases in CLL, MCL, FL, and 

DLBCL cell lines. In accordance with the previous results, MCL and FL cell lines were more 

sensitive to the drug.  

The same results were observed after BCR stimulation with the corresponding anti-Ig. BCR 

ligation induced an increase in the phosphorylation levels of the kinases that was 

counteracted by the IQS019 treatment. CLL primary samples showed similar responses to 

the inhibitor in these conditions than the cell lines. 

3. IQS019 inhibits CXCL12-mediated migration of malignant B cells 

We evaluated the effect of IQS019 on the migratory capacity of malignant B cells, using a 

CXCL12-dependent chemotaxis assay. MCL, FL, and DLBCL cell lines with detectable 

levels of CXCR4 and CLL primary samples were used. The migration induced by CXCL12 

was significantly inhibited by IQS019 in all the cell lines and primary samples. These 

results were confirmed by an actin polymerization assay in CLL primary cultures, where 

we observed an increase in F-actin formation after CXCL12 stimulation, which was 

neutralized by pre-treating the cells with IQS019.  
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4. IQS019 is safe and impairs tumor outgrowth and malignant B cell homing to the spleen 

in vivo 

The salt form of the compound (IQS019-2MeSO3H) was synthesized in order to validate 

our results in vivo, and a toxicity test was performed in healthy SCID mice. We then 

developed both subcutaneous (MCL) and intravenous (FL) mouse models. In the 

subcutaneous model, IQS019-2MeSO3H inhibited UPN-1 cell line growth in vivo after 2 

weeks of treatment, when compared to the vehicle group (63% on average). There were no 

significant differences between the effect of the drug at 2 and 10 mg/kg, suggesting that 

optimal activity was reached at the lowest dose. According to tumor volume results, 

glucose uptake fell to 50-52% in tumors from animals treated with IQS019-2MeSO3H. By 

immunohistochemical evaluation of representative tumor sections, we observed a 

reduction of mitotic index, and a notable induction of apoptosis in tumors from animals 

treated with IQS019-2MeSO3H.  

Once inoculated intravenously, FL cells are known to migrate to the spleen.
501

 Therefore, in 

the systemic FL model, entire spleens were processed after two weeks of treatment. 

IQS019-2MeSO3H treatment induced a reduction in tumor cell infiltration into the spleen 

compared with the control group (52% on average), suggesting a blockade of tumor cell 

homing to the lymphoid compartment. By immunofluorescence we demonstrated that 

IQS019-2MeSO3H efficiently reduced the phosphorylated forms of LYN, SYK, and BTK in 

vivo in malignant CD45+ cells isolated from representative spleens.
502

   

5. IQS019 shows superior anti-tumor activity than ibrutinib in vitro and in vivo 

MTT assay in a panel of eight MCL and FL cell lines identified three ibrutinib-resistant cell 

lines, in which IQS019 was able to induce a proliferation blockade, similarly to ibrutinib-

sensitive cell lines. Accordingly, IQS019 showed an improved capacity to block CXCL12-

dependent cell migration when compared to ibrutinib.  

A MCL subcutaneous xenograft model was developed to further validate the potential 

therapeutic effect of IQS019 versus ibrutinib in vivo. After two weeks of treatment, ibrutinib 

allowed a 25% reduction in tumor growth, while IQS019-2MeSO3H allowed a 42% reduction 

in tumor volumes, thus showing a superior activity than the first-in-class BTK inhibitor. A 

better pharmacokinetic profile of IQS019-2MeSO3H, underlying an improved bioavailability 

of the compound, could be at least partially involved in this differential activity. 

Finally, we established an ibrutinib-resistant cell line from a parental MCL cell line by 

repeated drug selection. Ibrutinib was unable to modulate the phosphorylation of LYN, 

SYK, and BTK in this resistant cell line, while IQS019 achieved a reduction in the 

phosphorylated levels of LYN and SYK. Neither of the two drugs achieved a significant 

dephosphorylation of BTK, thus confirming the role of SYK and LYN blockade in the 

superior antitumoral activity of IQS019 versus ibrutinib. 
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DISCUSSION 

Despite important progresses in knowledge of the molecular factors responsible of the 

development of cancer and the improvement in the OS thanks to new therapies, long-term 

survival is still disappointing for the majority of lymphoid malignancies. Consequently, 

there is a constant need to develop alternative or synergistic antitumoral approaches for 

these entities. The characterization of activated signaling pathways involved in survival 

and proliferation, together with the development of a wide pharmacological 

armamentarium against cancer, have facilitated the bench-to-bedside translation of new 

targeted therapies in B-cell malignancies. These novel therapies include two of the most 

relevant drugs lately approved for B-NHL: the anti-apoptotic agent venetoclax and the BTK 

inhibitor ibrutinib.    

Venetoclax (ABT-199) is a first-in-class BH3 mimetic, FDA-approved for use in patients 

with R/R del17p CLL. In the clinical setting, it has demonstrated high response rates and 

good toxicity profiles in other subtypes of R/R NHL.  

Ibrutinib is a BTK inhibitor approved for the treatment of R/R CLL, MCL, and WM, and also 

for first-line therapy in patients with del17p CLL. Ibrutinib has also been studied in other 

lymphoid malignancies, such as R/R FL and DLBCL.
327,403

  

One major hurdle to their successful application is the rise of primary and acquired drug 

resistance, which limits the use of novel agents and pushes for the search of new 

therapeutic options. With this concept in mind, in this thesis we have explored new 

approaches to overcome the development of drug resistance.  

Overcoming the acquired resistance to ABT-199 in DHL 

High-grade B-cell lymphoma with MYC and BCL2 rearrangements or DHL is an aggressive 

disease characterized by frequent failures to standard chemotherapeutic regimens.  

First-line treatment of DHL patients is based on R-CHOP chemotherapy and intensive 

treatment strategies, but it does not produce a sustained remission in the majority of 

patients.
105

 Among the multiple novel targeted agents currently in clinical development are 

the specific inhibitors of the key oncogenes, BCL2 and MYC, which may offer hope for 

better outcomes in those patients.  

The appropriate balance between pro-survival and pro-death BCL-2 family members in 

healthy cells is often disrupted in cancer cells, where an overexpression of anti-apoptotic 

BCL-2 proteins can promote oncogenesis and confer resistance to chemotherapeutic 

agents.
457

 BH3 mimetics are the first class of drugs to target the core of the apoptosis 

pathway by binding directly and specifically inhibiting the anti-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins. 

Among these molecules, the BCL-2 inhibitor venetoclax has shown to be effective in DHL 
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cell lines
128

 but, as we have discussed in the introduction section, drug resistance is a 

major issue associated to its use.  

The aim of the first work derived from this thesis was to analyze the mechanisms involved 

in the acquired resistance to BCL-2 inhibitors in DHL cells, and explore therapeutic 

approaches to counteract this resistance. For this aim, a set of GCB-DLBCL cell lines were 

used as controls, since in the case of concurrent MYC and BCL2 rearrangements, the 

predominant phenotype of DHL cells resembles this B-NHL subtype. 

Using ABT-199 as a single-agent, we saw a nice initial response of DHL cells to this drug 

but we observed that a prolonged exposure to the compound (96 hours) was associated 

with a decreased response of the cells, independently of the dose used. This effect was 

not seen in the GCB-DLBCL cell lines, where the response to the BH3 mimetic increased in 

a time and dose-dependent manner, suggesting the presence of some differential 

compensatory mechanism between GCB-DLBCL and DHL cells. Of note, a number of 

previous studies have also revealed the emergence of BH3 mimetic resistance in GCB-

DLBCL and other hematologic malignancies after several months of drug exposure.
100,487

  

Targeted inhibition of BCL-2 is likely to have a greater clinical impact when it is combined 

with other agents.
176

 The optimal combination partners in NHL remain to be defined, and 

studies are underway to assess the safety and efficacy of combining venetoclax with 

standard chemotherapy (NCT03064867, NCT03054896), monoclonal antibodies
484

 

(NCT03136497, NCT03135262), B-cell receptor signaling inhibitors
503

 (NCT02756897, 

NCT02956382, NCT03112174) or proteasome inhibitors (NCT02755597, 

NCT02899052).
504

 

In our study, this ABT-199 resistance phenotype motivated the use of this molecule in 

combination with some drugs capable of sensitizing the cells to the BCL-2 antagonist. 

Prior to the determination of the best drug combination, we first focused on the 

elucidation of the molecular mechanisms involved in the emergence of drug-resistance. 

Our first analysis discarded a role for ABT-199 mechanism of action in the differential 

responses observed between GCB-DLBCL and DHL cells, as in both lymphoma subtypes 

ABT-199 was able to displace BIM from BCL-2 complexes, as seen by an 

immunoprecipitation assay. A differential basal expression of BCL-2 family proteins was 

also rejected as the cause of DHL resistance to ABT-199, as we observed no correlation 

between the basal levels of BCL-2/BCL-2-like proteins and the inhibition of cell proliferation 

upon ABT-199 treatment.  

Studies performed in aggressive B-cell lymphoma and leukemic mature B cells that 

included prolonged exposure to BH3 mimetics, highlighted a role for high MCL-1 and BCL-

XL levels in cell resistance to chemotherapy
505,506

 and ABT-199,
504,507

 as well as a negative 

impact of BFL-1
100

 and/or MCL-1
100,489,490

 upregulation on the responsiveness to ABT-737. 
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The fact that MCL‐1 was upregulated in both GCB‐DLBCL and DHL cells after 96 hours of 

treatment, as well as in DHL cell lines at 24 hours, led us to discard MCL‐1 as a driver of 

resistance to ABT‐199 in DHL cells. Actually, this deregulation of MCL‐1 was present in 

both resistant and sensitive cells. In the case of BCL‐XL, although it seemed to accumulate 

in DHL cell lines after 96 hours of treatment with ABT‐199 (when cells were resistant to the 

compound), there was no correlation between its modulation and the proliferation 

recovery. In contrast, BFL-1 was differentially overexpressed in resistant DHL versus GCB-

DLBCL cell lines after 96 hours of ABT-199 treatment, suggesting that BFL-1 upregulation 

could represent a molecular mechanism associated to the loss of activity of ABT-199 in 

DHL cell lines. The same phenomenon was observed in primary DHL samples and in vivo, 

in a mouse xenotransplant model of DHL. To confirm the role of BFL-1 in acquired 

resistance to ABT-199, we employed a standard GCB-DLBCL cell line modified to 

specifically overexpress BFL-1 and further confirmed a crucial role of this protein in the 

acquisition of resistance to ABT-199 in B-cell lymphoma.  

In light of these findings, a logical approach to counteract the protective role of BFL-1 

involved the screening of rational combination strategies, which may be able to counteract 

this compensatory mechanism. 

BFL-1 is an anti-apoptotic protein that exerts its function by sequestering pro-

apoptotic/BH3-only proteins. BFL-1 bounds BAK more prominently than BAX,
508

 and 

among the BH3-only proteins, it interacts with BIM, BID, PUMA, and NOXA, and in a weaker 

extent with BIK and HRK.
462,509

 BFL-1 is particularly important in the hematopoietic system, 

where it seems to be a critical survival factor downstream of tonic as well as antigen-

driven BCR activation.
510

 Its expression is induced by NF-κB
508,511

 and is upregulated in 

many human tumors in which NF-κB is involved.
512

 In fact, BFL-1 is associated with 

different forms of leukemia and lymphoma, where probably prevents apoptosis in the 

advanced tumor cells.
508

 Moreover, this prevention of cell death has been well associated 

with chemotherapy resistance and poor prognosis.
513,514

 In accordance with our results, 

overexpression of BFL-1 in cell lines has been shown to mediate resistance to other drugs 

such as etoposide,
511

 fludarabine
505

 or cisplatin,
515

 and BFL-1 knockdown was found to 

sensitize malignant B-cell lines to chemotherapy or rituximab.
516

 Consequently, targeting 

BFL-1 might represent a promising strategy for the development of novel anti-cancer 

therapies and it might be useful to sensitize DHL cells to BH3 mimetics.  

So far, very few specific and potent inhibitors of BFL-1 have been described. Recently, 

short peptides that mimic the interaction geometry of native BFL-1 have been 

developed.
517

 A modified BIM peptide has also shown inhibition of BFL-1 but this approach 

does not provide a selective effect.
518

 PUMA and NOXA modified peptides showed more 

selectivity against BFL-1, making them promising starting points for the development of 

peptide- or small-molecule therapeutics directly targeting BFL-1.
517,519

 As a consequence, 
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given the difficulties in developing a specific BFL-1 inhibitor, indirect strategies, such as 

epigenetic drugs, have also been studied. Among these, the latest preclinical evaluation of 

BET inhibitors has offered numerous mechanistic insights of their antitumor activity, 

facilitating their optimal therapeutic targeting in different cancer models. Several 

structure/activity-based BET protein bromodomain antagonists have been developed, 

including JQ1, which displaces BRD4 from the acetylated chromatin.
126,127

 This 

displacement results in the transcriptional repression of MYC,
520

 followed by genome-wide 

downregulation of MYC-dependent target genes.
124

 The overexpression of MYC leads to a 

significant increase in BFL-1 protein levels, identifying BFL-1 as a possible MYC target.
521

 

On the other hand, MYC is known to repress BIM via microRNA 17-92 and this repression 

is reversed by JQ1-mediated inhibition of the oncogen.
522,523

  In fact, apart from the role of 

BFL-1 in the acquired resistance to ABT-199, BIM has also a crucial role in cell 

responsiveness to the drug. In vitro studies support that lower levels of BIM protein, and 

consequent deregulation of BCL-2/BIM expression ratio, results in the acquisition of a 

BH3-mimetic resistance phenotype.
524

 Collectively, JQ1 treatment attenuates the levels of 

several anti-apoptotic members of the BCL-2 family, such as BCL-XL, MCL-1, and BCL-2, 

and upregulates the pro-apoptotic protein BIM.
498,520,525

 These effects of JQ1 lower the 

threshold for apoptosis and sensitize cells to the apoptosis induced by conventional 

antineoplastic therapies,
131,526

 as well as by ABT-199.
128,525

 Of interest, the particular 

combination of JQ1 and ABT-199 has shown to be synergistically active in the treatment 

of DHL cell lines.
128

 

CPI203 (Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Inc.), another BRD4 inhibitor, is structurally related 

to JQ1 and has a similar toxicity spectrum, together with an improved bioavailability profile 

in mice.
130

 In accordance with the first preclinical evidence of efficacy of CPI203 in 

lymphomas,
131,132

 our data shows a time- and dose-dependent cytostatic effect of this 

drug in DHL cell lines and primary samples. Similarly to JQ1, which regulates the 

expression of apoptotic proteins, CPI203 shows a clear trend toward downregulation of 

anti-apoptotic factors and upregulation of pro-apoptotic proteins in cell lines.
499

  In our 

present work, DHL cell lines and primary samples treated with CPI203 showed a 

downregulation of BFL-1 and, in accordance with other studies,
522,523

 an upregulation of 

BIM at both mRNA and protein levels. Of note, transcript levels of MCL-1, previously 

associated to ABT-199 resistance in NHL,
504,507

 have also shown an upregulation at mRNA 

levels after CPI203 treatment.  

Since CPI203 inhibits MYC, overexpressed in DHL, and considering the fact that it achieves 

the modulation of the BCL2 gene family, the combination of this agent with ABT‐199 has 

emerged as a promising, rationally based approach that may allow to counteract the up‐

regulation of BFL‐1 observed after a continuous treatment of DHL cells with the BH3 

mimetic.  
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Accordingly, while combining CPI203 with ABT-199, we confirmed the capacity of CPI203 

to overcome ABT-199 resistance observed in both DHL cell lines and primary cultures. In in 

vivo settings, CPI203 also showed a synergistic activity with ABT-199, associated with a 

decrease in BFL-1 expression and a reduction in tumor burden. This phenomenon was 

accompanied by a decreased tumor cell proliferation and a notable increase in apoptosis 

rate. In addition, owing to the capacity of BET inhibitors to interfere with apoptosis-related 

genes,
498,499

 we showed that the sensitizer effect of CPI203 was mediated, at least in part, 

by the blockade of BFL-1 transcription, in vitro and in vivo.  

Here we introduce a clear rationale explaining the high synergistic interaction between the 

BCL-2 antagonist and the BET inhibitor in DHL cells and DHL-tumor bearing mice. 

However, synergistic interaction between CPI203 and ABT‐199 treatment would not be 

only produced by BFL-1 downregulation but also involved the upregulation of BIM mRNA. 

Binding of released BIM to BCL‐2‐like counterparts is a known mechanism of intrinsic 

resistance to ABT‐199.
527

 In this sense, the capacity of CPI203 to increase the disbalance 

between intracellular pools of BIM and BFL-1 may be crucial for the capacity of the BET 

inhibitor to overcome ABT-199 resistance. Our immunoprecipitation analysis suggests 

that the events downstream transcriptional normalization by CPI203 include the 

redistribution of BIM from BFL-1- to BCL-2-dependent complexes, and the consequent 

triggering of apoptotic signaling in cells exposed to ABT-199.  

We proposed a model of DHL resistance to ABT-199 in which the capacity of CPI203 to 

regulate the transcriptome of the cells could help to circumvent this problem (figure 22).  

In ABT-199 sensitive cells, the BH3 mimetic acts by displacing BIM from BCL-2 complexes, 

allowing the de-repression and/or direct activation of BAX and leading to an activation of 

MOMP. In DHL cells, a compensatory upregulation of BFL-1 would bind and inactivate the 

pool of BIM proteins released from BCL-2 by ABT-199, avoiding MOMP and preserving cell 

survival. CPI203 primes cells to death by decreasing BFL-1 and increasing BIM protein 

levels, and its combination with ABT-199 allows to tip the balance between pro- and anti-

apoptotic signaling toward induction of cell death. This concept provides a new insight in 

the proposed mechanisms of resistance to BH3-mimetics in NHL cell lines, where MCL-1 

and BCL-XL have been proposed as the major determinants of drug sensitivity and 

acquired resistance.
100,504,528,529

 

Given the recent advances in our understanding of cell death mechanisms, agents that 

perturb the balance between pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins represent logical therapeutic 

candidates for being combined with ABT-199 in hematologic malignancies. Rational 

combination strategies will undoubtedly be required to achieve sustained responses to 

BCL-2 antagonists and to overcome acquired resistance to these agents. For this aim, it 

will be mandatory to identify the compensatory mechanisms specific for each lymphoma 

subtype, in order to find the best combination partner in each entity.  
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Figure 22 | Possible mechanism of DHL cell priming by CPI203 and sensitization to ABT-199. (A) In 

ABT-199 sensitive cells, the BH3 mimetic displaces BIM from BCL-2, allowing BAX oligomerization 

and subsequent mitochondrial depolarization and activation of caspases. (B) In DHL cells, 

overexpressed BFL-1 binds to and inactivates BIM, avoiding BAX activation and preserving cell 

survival. (C) CPI203 primes cells to death by decreasing BFL-1 and increasing BIM protein levels. 

 

Taken together, our results demonstrate that for DHL cases, the combination of a BET 

inhibitor with a BCL-2-specific BH3-mimetic is effective and can produce synergistic 

antitumor activity in vitro and in vivo. This rationally-based strategy could constitute a 

promising therapeutic alternative for aggressive DHL cases, thus warranting its clinical 

evaluation in those patients with a very unfavorable prognosis. 

Several questions remain unanswered regarding the role of other BCL-2 proteins in the 

acquired resistance to ABT-199. For example, the treatment used in this study (96 hours), 

is comparatively short relative to expected clinical regimens: thus other compensatory 

changes among BCL-2 family proteins are expected during longer therapies. 

Future trials will clarify the benefit of combining BCL-2 and MYC inhibitors for the 

treatment of DHL patients, in both first- and second-line settings, while additional 

preclinical studies will be required to evaluate their antitumoral activity in other B lymphoid 

malignancies.    
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BCR kinase inhibition in B-NHL 

BCR signaling has recently emerged as a key oncogenic pathway in several lymphoma 

subtypes.
377

 The mechanisms that activate BCR signaling differ substantially among B-

NHL entities, including BCR stimulation by foreign or self-antigens, or the acquisition of 

mutations in components of the BCR pathway that result in enhanced autonomous or 

antigen-induced BCR signaling. Constitutive activation of the BCR signaling has been well 

documented in CLL,
390,392,393

 MCL,
382,530

 FL,
531

 and the ABC subtype of DLBCL.
79

  

Consistently, the kinases involved in the cascade of effectors downstream of the BCR 

such as LYN, SYK or BTK, have been considered targets for possible therapeutic 

intervention that may play an important role in the pathogenesis of NHLs.
377

 BCR kinase 

inhibitors induce high response rates and are transforming the therapeutic landscape in 

these diseases. 

Dasatinib (BMS-354825; Spycell) is a multi-kinase inhibitor used to target the BCR-ABL 

fusion protein but it also efficiently targets SRC-family kinases (such as LYN) and BTK.
532

 

It was initially approved as an ABL inhibitor by the FDA in 2006 for patients with chronic-

phase and R/R CML.
533

 In addition, it is used in the treatment of adults with R/R 

Philadelphia chromosome-positive ALL.
534

 More recently, in a phase II trial, dasatinib 

showed efficacy in R/R CLL as a single agent (ORR 20%).
400

 Acquisition of mutations in 

ABL kinase domain, usually T315I, are responsible for the development of resistance to 

dasatinib.
535,536

 

Fostamatinib (R788; Rigel Pharmaceuticals) is an oral SYK inhibitor that has shown 

efficacy in R/R B-NHL.
425,426

 Despite its in vitro activity, it had not reached a lot of interest 

as attested by the lack of ongoing clinical trials for these entities.  

The first-in-class BTK inhibitor ibrutinib is one of the novel agents that have received more 

attention in terms of B-NHL treatment. It has achieved high response rates (68%-90%) in 

R/R CLL,
244

 MCL,
167

 and FL
327

 patients, while its activity was less pronounced in ABC-

DLBCL patients (37% ORR)
80

.
221,403

 Ibrutinib has been approved for the treatment of R/R 

patients with CLL, MCL, and WM; and for first-line therapy in patients with del17p CLL. 

Despite its high level of clinical activity, acquiring of mutations or re-wiring of the BCR 

pathway to retain the downstream signaling appears to be a common mechanism of 

resistance. A small fraction of patients develop progressive disease after initial response 

to this agent, while others have primary resistance to the drug.
167,244,407

 For example, 

approximately 30% of patients with MCL have primary resistance to ibrutinib 

treatment.
409,410

 Secondary resistances are usually related with the acquisition of 

mutations at the ibrutinib binding site of BTK (C481S) or in the PLCγ2 gene (R665W or 

L845F), which reactivates BCR signaling downstream of the kinase.
407,412,413,537

 Moreover, 

resistance to ibrutinib may involve a lower dependency of malignant B cells toward BTK 
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itself. Escape mechanisms through other signaling cascades involving ERK1/2 and AKT, 

have been demonstrated in ibrutinib-resistant cell lines,
408

 as well as dependence on the 

alternative NF-κB pathway, through mutations in TRAF2, BIRC3 or MAP3K14 (NIK).
416

 Of 

note, those patients who progress on ibrutinib, tend to have poor outcomes with clinically 

aggressive disease and very short survival.
411

 Accordingly, alternative approaches for the 

targeting of BCR signaling are under investigation.  

Following these observations, and in an effort to improve the therapeutic modulation of 

BCR signaling, the Engineering Molecular Group from the Institut Químic de Sarrià School 

of Engineering in Barcelona, synthesized a library of compounds derived from pyrido[2,3-

d]pyrimidines, which are pharmacologically active compounds with well-known activity as 

tyrosine kinase inhibitors.
538

 The compounds were screened for their capacity to bind to 

the active sites of BCR upstream kinases, and IQS019 (compound 19) was identified as 

the strongest inhibitor of BTK, LYN, and SYK. As expected, IQS019 showed good 

antiproliferative activity against a panel of 20 NHL cell lines from the MCL, CLL, FL, and 

DLBCL subtypes.
500

  

In the present work, we confirm the antiproliferative activity of IQS019 in different NHL 

subtypes, being MCL (48-78% cytotoxic effect) and FL (43-100% cytotoxic effect) cell lines 

significantly more sensitive to the compound than CLL and DLBCL cells (33-51% and 29-

51% cytotoxic effect, respectively).  

Our mechanistic studies suggest that IQS019 can counteract both chronic and tonic BCR 

signaling, as the drug shows similar antiproliferative activity in DLBCL cell lines from both 

the GCB and ABC subtypes, which are respectively dependent for their survival on tonic 

(SYK/PI3K-mediated) and chronic (SYK/BTK-mediated) BCR signaling.
79,377,379,381

 This 

property might confer to IQS019 a greater activity than ibrutinib, which is preferentially 

active against tumors that rely on chronic active BCR signaling.
80

  

We have observed how IQS019 impairs both constitutive and ligand-induced 

phosphorylation of BTK, SYK, and LYN in NHL cell lines and primary samples. BCR 

stimulation is known to increase cell viability, while BCR antagonism leads to B-cell 

death.
342

 Upon its phosphorylation, SYK propagates BCR-derived signals by activating 

downstream signaling pathways, including calcium mobilization and activation of AKT 

kinase, ERK 1/2 and MCL-1.
539,540

 Accordingly, pharmacological inhibition of SYK has been 

reported to abrogate the pro-survival effect of BCR stimulation, and to trigger the apoptotic 

cascade in preclinical models of DLBCL and CLL.
390,541,542

 The direct inhibitory activity of 

IQS019 towards SYK phosphorylation not only decreased BCR signaling, but may also 

explain the capacity of the compound to activate apoptosis in vitro and in vivo. Also, likely 

owing to its apoptogenic property and specificity, IQS019 salt is found to be significantly 

active and safe at an intraperitoneal dose of 2 mg/kg/day, which is much lower than the 
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reported active concentrations of fostamatinib (80 mg/kg/day),
543,544

 dasatinib (20 

mg/kg/day),
545

  or ibrutinib (20  mg/kg/day)
546

 in mouse models of lymphoid neoplasms. 

This predicts a probable low incidence of secondary adverse effects of the compound. 

Then, in order to compare the antitumoral activity of IQS019 versus the first-in-class 

ibrutinib in vivo, we inoculated SCID mice with the MCL cell line UPN-1, bona fide ibrutinib-

sensitive NHL cell line. We orally treated tumor-bearing mice with 25mg/kg/day doses of 

either IQS019 or ibrutinib, being it the standard oral dosage used for the BTK inhibitor in 

mice.
547-549

 IQS019 showed to have a more potent antitumoral effect, as it reduced tumor 

outgrowth more effectively.  

Another downstream event of BCR signaling is the chemokine-mediated B cell migration, a 

process essential to tumor B-cell survival. In fact, SYK inhibitors have shown to counteract 

the decrease in the expression of chemokine receptors like CXCR4 consequent to BCR 

stimulation.
541

 We showed that IQS019 was able to impair in vitro the cell migration 

towards CXCL12 in cell lines and primary samples, and in both basal and anti-Ig-

stimulated conditions. Moreover, this property of IQS019 may be responsible, at least in 

part, for the reduced infiltration of tumor cells observed in FL-bearing mice dosed with the 

compound.  

Altogether, the capacity of IQS019 to inhibit the three upstream BCR kinases, might confer 

an advantage over the treatment with ibrutinib. In order to compare the antiproliferative 

activity of IQS019 and ibrutinib in vitro, we treated a panel of 8 cell lines with both drugs 

and calculated their IC50. Our data permitted to identify three ibrutinib-resistant cell lines, 

all from the MCL subtype: Z138, Granta-519 and JVM-2. In contrast, IQS019 maintained a 

remarkable effect in these cell lines, as well as in the cells responsive to ibrutinib. As in the 

clinics, none of these ibrutinib-resistance cell lines have BTK mutation. Therefore, this 

primary resistance to the drug may not be the result of ineffective ibrutinib inhibition of 

BTK, but may rather involve sustained distal BCR signaling, specifically via PIK3-AKT
408,550

 

or alternative NF-κB pathway activation.
416

 In fact, some studies that have performed 

transcriptome sequencing, revealed genetic lesions in alternative NF-κB pathway signaling 

components in association with ibrutinib resistance.
410,416,550,551

 Accordingly, Granta-519 

and JVM-2 are positive for Epstein-Barr virus, which is known to activate non-canonical 

NF-κB pathway through the expression of latent membrane protein 1,
439,440

 a protein that 

can induce NIK-dependent p100 processing.
552

 Z-138 is also dependent on alternative NF-

κB for its survival, especially on NIK protein expression. Mechanistically, Z-138 harbors a 

nonsense mutation in the TRAF2 gene, a negative regulator of alternative NF-κB signaling 

which interacts with BIRC2 and BIRC3 to downregulate NIK, promoting the processing of 

p100 into the active p52 isoform.
416

 As a consequence, Z-138 shows high levels of 

p52,
416,553

 similarly to Granta-519 and JVM-2, conferring to these cell lines a constitutive 

non-canonical NF-κB signaling.
416
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In an attempt to recapitulate such a phenotype of resistance to ibrutinib, we generated an 

ibrutinib-resistant cell line derived from the parental UPN-1 cells by long term culture (over 

5 months) in the presence of increasing concentrations of ibrutinib. The resulting cell line 

(UPN-IbruR) was 10-fold more resistant to ibrutinib in comparison to the parental cells. 

Both ibrutinib and IQS019 were unable to inhibit BTK phosphorylation in these resistant 

cells, suggesting the role of BTK kinase in this secondary resistance acquisition process, 

and that the unavailability of the BTK kinase domain was affecting the two drugs in the 

same extent. Nonetheless, sequencing studies did not reveal any mutations in BTK or 

PLCγ2 genes, consistent with whole exome sequencing data from MCL cases with primary 

resistance to ibrutinib.
412,554

 With this in mind, we hypothesized that the UPN-IbruR cell line 

could be dependent on the alternative NF-κB pathway. Accordingly, we observed an 

overexpression of p52 in this cell line, suggesting an association of the resistance with the 

activation of the non-canonical NF-κB pathway. 

In summary, we describe IQS019 as a new BCR kinase inhibitor able to counteract both 

constitutive and ligand-dependent activation of the BCR pathway. Our results point out a 

significant superior antitumoral activity of pleiotropic BCR kinase targeting by IQS019 over 

the inhibition of BTK alone, in in vitro and in vivo models of B-NHL, being of special 

importance for the treatment of those patients with non-canonical NF-κB activation.  

Outlook 

Resistance to therapy is observed in many cases of B-cell malignancies. This 

phenomenon significantly limits the utility of the current therapeutic strategies, and 

remains a substantial challenge for the clinical management of patients with advanced 

cancers. Resistance comes in two flavors: intrinsic resistance (also known as innate or de 

novo resistance) and acquired resistance, resulting from the clonal evolution of resistant 

variants.  

The mechanisms of action of several antineoplastic drugs involve interactions between 

the drug and an essential intracellular protein, resulting in an alteration or inhibition of their 

normal functions. Quantitative or qualitative changes in these protein targets can 

compromise drug efficacy. Actually, alterations of the drug target, modulation of 

compensatory proteins or activation of alternative pathways, have become recognized as 

mechanisms of resistance to newer molecularly targeted chemotherapy. Recognition of 

these resistances paved the way for the development of exciting new strategies to 

overcome them. The studies included in this dissertation perfectly fit into this priority area 

in lymphoma research. 

On the one hand, we have contributed to the elucidation of the BCL-2 family proteins role 

in the compensatory mechanisms underlying ABT-199 resistance in DHL, proposing 

epigenetic modulation as an effective approach to restoring therapeutic response. On the 
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other hand, we have shown activation of alternative NF-κB signaling as one of the 

mechanisms involved in ibrutinib resistance, and how the simultaneous targeting of 

multiple BCR kinases can become a valid strategy for the treatment of both, sensible and 

low responders to ibrutinib. 

Therefore, the development of innovative therapeutic approaches that permit to overcome 

drug resistance opens a window to important therapeutic advances that will help 

researchers move forward in the fight against cancer.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions derived from this thesis are as follows: 

Overcoming the acquired resistance to ABT-199 in DHL 

The BET bromodomain inhibitor CPI203 has the capacity to overcome ABT-199 resistance 

in DHL by regulating the BCL-2 family members, BIM and BFL-1.  

1. BCL-2 targeting by ABT-199 is effective in GCB-DLBCL cells, while acquired resistance 

to this agent arises in DHL cells after 96 hours of treatment. 

2. The stabilization of BFL-1, rather than BCL-XL or MCL-1, is involved in ABT-199 

resistance, and determines the sensitivity of DHL cultures and xenografts to this drug.  

3. Epigenetic modifications by the BET bromodomain inhibitor CPI203 have cytostatic 

activity in DHL cells.  

4. CPI203 regulates the apoptosis gene signature in DHL cells, inducing an upregulation 

of BIM and a downregulation of BFL-1.  

5. BFL-1 overexpression caused by ABT-199 treatment in DHL can be counteracted in 

vitro and in vivo by CPI203, allowing the redistribution of BIM from BFL-1-dependent to 

BCL-2-dependent complexes, and the consequent triggering of apoptotic signaling. 

6. ABT-199 and CPI203 combination therapy shows synergistic antitumor activity in in 

vitro and in vivo models of DHL, becoming a promising strategy for the treatment of 

DHL patients.  

BCR kinase inhibition in B-NHL 

IQS019 has good antitumor and safety profiles in B-NHL with constitutive activation of 

BCR signaling, including those low responders to current BTK inhibitors. 

7. IQS019 is able to counteract both constitutive and ligand-dependent activation of the 

BCR pathway in in vitro models of B lymphoid neoplasms by inhibition of BTK, SYK and 

LYN phosphorylation. 

8. IQS019 impairs CXC12-dependent chemotaxis, and has the capacity to induce 

caspase-dependent apoptosis in B-NHL cell lines and primary samples. 

9. In vivo, IQS019 is safe and impairs tumor outgrowth and malignant B cell homing to 

the spleen.  

10. The co-inhibition of LYN, SYK and BTK can counteract BCR signaling and exert an 

improved antitumoral activity in in vitro and in vivo models of B-NHL, when compared 

with the sole inhibition of BTK by the first generation inhibitor, ibrutinib.  

11. The co-inhibition of LYN, SYK and BTK by IQS019 achieves antitumoral response in B-

NHL cases with alternative NF-κB activation. 
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ANNEX 1: PAPERS IN COLLABORATION 

 

A mouse model of disseminated mantle cell lymphoma highlights a 

lack of activity of estrogen receptor β agonists toward tumor burden 
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Cytoplasmic cyclin D1 controls the migration and invasiveness of 

mantle lymphoma cells 
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ABSTRACT 

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is a hematologic neoplasm characterised by the 

t(11;14)(q13;q32)  translocation leading to aberrant cyclin D1 expression. The cell 

functions of cyclin D1 depend on its partners and/or subcellular distribution, resulting in 

different oncogenic properties. We observed the accumulation of cyclin D1 in the 

cytoplasm of a subset of MCL cell lines and primary cells. In primary cells, this 

cytoplasmic distribution was correlated with a more frequent blastoid phenotype. We 

performed immunoprecipitation assays and mass spectrometry on enriched cytosolic 

fractions from two cell lines. The cyclin D1 interactome was found to include several 
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factors involved in adhesion, migration and invasion. We found that the accumulation of 

cyclin D1 in the cytoplasm was associated with higher levels of migration and 

invasiveness. We also showed that MCL cells with high cytoplasmic levels of cyclin D1 

engrafted more rapidly into the bone marrow, spleen, and brain in immunodeficient mice. 

Both migration and invasion processes, both in vivo and in vitro, were counteracted by the 

exportin 1 inhibitor KPT-330, which retains cyclin D1 in the nucleus. Our data reveal a role 

of cytoplasmic cyclin D1 in the control of MCL cell migration and invasion, and as a true 

operator of MCL pathogenesis. 
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Dual targeting of MCL1 and NOXA as effective strategy for treatment 

of mantle cell lymphoma. 
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ABSTRACT 

Imbalances in the composition of BCL2 family proteins contribute to tumourigenesis and 

therapy resistance of mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), making these proteins attractive 

therapy targets. We studied the efficiency of dual targeting the NOXA/MCL1 axis by 

combining fatty acid synthase inhibitors (NOXA stabilization) with the CDK inhibitor 

Dinaciclib (MCL1 reduction). This combination synergistically induced apoptosis in cell 

lines and primary MCL cells and led to almost complete inhibition of tumour progression in 

a mouse model. Apoptosis was NOXA-dependent and correlated with the NOXA/MCL1 

ratio, highlighting the importance of the NOXA/MCL1 balance for effective cell death 

induction in MCL. 
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ZEB1-induced tumourigenesis requires senescence inhibition via 

activation of DKK1/mutant p53/Mdm2/CtBP and repression of 

macroH2A1. 
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ABSTRACT 

Objective 

Understand the role of ZEB1 in the tumour initiation and progression beyond inducing an 

epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition. 
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Design 

Expression of the transcription factor ZEB1 associates with a worse prognosis in most 

cancers, including colorectal carcinomas (CRCs). The study uses survival analysis, in vivo 

mouse transgenic and xenograft models, gene expression arrays, immunostaining and 

gene and protein regulation assays. 

Results 

The poorer survival determined by ZEB1 in CRCs depended on simultaneous high levels of 

the Wnt antagonist DKK1, whose expression was transcriptionally activated by ZEB1. In 

cancer cells with mutant TP53, ZEB1 blocked the formation of senescence-associated 

heterochromatin foci at the onset of senescence by triggering a new regulatory cascade 

that involves the subsequent activation of DKK1, mutant p53, Mdm2 and CtBP to 

ultimately repress macroH2A1 (H2AFY). In a transgenic mouse model of colon cancer, 

partial downregulation of Zeb1 was sufficient to induce H2afy and to trigger in vivo tumour 

senescence, thus resulting in reduced tumour load and improved survival. The capacity of 

ZEB1 to induce tumourigenesis in a xenograft mouse model requires the repression 

of H2AFY by ZEB1. Lastly, the worst survival effect of ZEB1 in patients with CRC ultimately 

depends on low expression of H2AFY and of senescence-associated genes. 

Conclusions 

The tumourigenic capacity of ZEB1 depends on its inhibition of cancer cell senescence 

through the activation of a herein identified new molecular pathway. These results set 

ZEB1 as a potential target in therapeutic strategies aimed at inducing senescence. 
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